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Multitudes ol floating plants occur in the Amazon itself, as well as in its floodplain, the
vârzea. Paspalum repens BERG and Echinochloø polystachya (H.B.K.) HITCHKOCK (Fa-
mily Gramineae) are especially important. These are well adapted to the ecological condi-
tions of this region, particularly the wide fluctuations in water level. During the high-water
period they form the characteristic 'floating meadows' of the várzea region, which extend
overlnanysquarekilometers(JUNK 1970).SIOLI(1965)haspointedouttherichnessol
the aquatic fauna it.t the floating masses olplants, and MARLIER ( 1965) has given the lirst
biomass data for the invertebrates in them.
The pursuit of a more comprehensive knowledge of the anrr¡als in these vast expanses is
stimulated by observations of others (BRAUN 1952, MARLIER 1965) that ternporarily
benthic animals are sparse in the lakes. Moreover, SCHMIDT (1971) reports that extensive
oxygen depletion, and even H2S formation, often occur near the bottonl olvárzea lakes
duringhighwater, so that fauna are excluded from large portions of the benthic habitat. at
least temporarily. Floating vegetation must therefore be considered an important site for'
primary, as well as secondary, production in the v6,rzea region.
The goals of the present investigation were to increase knowledge of the aquatic fauna in
floating vegetation, to evaluate their biomass and to elucidate the more important ecolog-
ical factors which affect the biocoenoses.
II. The iloating vegetation as bioto.pe lor the aquatic f auna
Floating vegetation represents a very special habitat lor faunal settlement. The most signifi"
cant feature, no doubt, is that an aquatic biotope in tl.re root zone and a nÌore terrestrial one
among the leaves and flowers occur side-by-side, and are connected to each other by a verl
extensive, continuously transitional zone. In consequence. the 'floating nreadows'are inhab-
ited by a combination of aquatic, senri-aquatic and terrestrial lornrs I ).
That parts of the floating meadows, which extend above the water's surface naturally serve as
habitats for many olthe insects whose larvae inhabit the aquatic zones. e.g., Chirononridae.
Ceratopogonidae, Trichoptera, Ephemeroptera, Odonata etc.. Other colonizers includc' rliose
forms which can switn or move about to some extent on the surfàce of the water, and those
which parasitize the plants (BENNETT and ZWOELFER 1968). To these groups belong.
amorlg others, various Coliembola, Arachnida, Pyrolidae, Blattidae, Curculionidae etc.. Still
others are obligate terrestrial fonus. In periods of low water levels. the stranded ntargins ol
the meadows are rapidly invaded lrom land by a variety ol terrestrial species. As the water
l) Our quantitative studies included only the aquatic aninlals; however. for the sake ofconr.






rises, these animals are cut off from shore and must retreat to the emergent portions which
remain of the terrestrial vegetation. When these, too, are submerged, the animals must t¡ans-
fer residence to the floating vegetation or drown. The same is true for animals cast up on the
meadows by the current. Thus these floating masses serve as a refuge on which fauna can more
or less successfully survive through the seasonal floods. The many species of Formicidae provid¡
an apt example: various species, including fire ants, occur in great abundance on dense hummoç
or in hollow stalks. When the meadows come to rest on dry ground, these ants move directly
out onto the former lake floor. Strictly terrestrial forms have greater chances for survival when
floating vegetation is denser and more stable. In accordance, youngPaspølum repensand
Echinochloø polystachya stands in the Amazon are normally less heavily populated by
land-dwellers than thicker, older mats in the lakes, which support trees and in many other
respects are biotopically very similar to the banks.
Finally, there are the large numbers of waterfowl, which remain mainly on the edges of the
floating vegetation during the day. Certainly, these are the most edifying residents of this
biotope.
The submerged zone of the floating vegetation consists of a tight entanglement of roots and
rhizomes which provide a substratum for sessile forms. In the interstices are larger or smaller
spaces of open water in which pelagic forms can live. Broad fluctuations in dissolved oxygerl
can occur in the smaller spaces, and in older, denser stands, this can reach the point of to-
tal oxygen depletion and formation of H2S. The aquatic zone is by no rneans an homoge-
neous environment the¡efore, but is subdivided into many ecological niches. The faunal di-
versity is correspondingly rich. Since taxonomic and faunistic investigations of this con.rrn-
unity have only begun, exact identifications were impossible in most cases. Present descrip-
tion must be restricted to a brief characterization of the biocoenoses.
Crustacea:
The most abundant groups within the Crustacea were Copepoda, Ostracoda, Cladocera
and Conchostraca. The occurence ol a species of Conchostraca - Cyclestìteria hislopi
BAIRD l) which in South-American papers sometimes is determined as Gatuna spinifera -
appeared to be characteristic of particular biotopes.
Mysidacea and Arnphipoda were occasionally represented by single individuals. Deci.p rda
on the other hand, were common, particularly species of the family Palaemonidae (rtfacro-
brachium amazonicum HELLER and Macrobrachitm jelskii MIERS 2). These occurred
at all stations and were sometimes abundant ( 100 per t l4 m2). Exarnination of their cliges
tive tracts revealed that the shrimp had fed on Chironornidae, Conchostraca etc., but had
also ingested many roots. Brachyura were found only rarely.
l) ldentiliecl by McKenzie, Ilritish Museum, Lonclon
2) ldentiliecl by H. Iìolthuis, Zool. Mus., Leiden
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I nsect a:
Several orders of insects were abundant. Diptera, especially, composed a significant frac-
tion of both total abundance and biomass in almost every biotope.
Most individuals of this order belonged to the family Chironomidae, but Ceratopogonidae
were also abundant. Single Culicinae we¡e present and Chaoborinae were rare. Several other
larnilies were represented by a few specimens, e .9., Stratiomyidae, Tabanidae, Tipulidae,
Syrphidae etc.
The presence of Odonata is readily apparent lrom the showy imagines; this order is mainly
represented by Anisoptera. The fraction of Zygoplera was relatively larger in flowing whìte.
water than in lakes. Examination of the gut contents revealed a mixture of Cladocera, Con-
chostraca and Chironomidae which varied with the size of the predator.
Other abundantly represented orders were Coleoptera. Trichoptera and Ephemeroptera.
A frequent form, especially in the lakes, was Asthenopus spec.l). Scattered Lepidoptera
were present, but no Plecoptera were taken.
Hemiptera regularly turned up in the san.rples. An inital perusal ol the rnaterial yieldcd
thc following species2):
IJelo stomø discr etum MoNTANDON ( Fam. Belostomatidae)
Be lo st o ma mican tuhtm STA L (Fam. Belostomatidae)
Belostoma dentatum MAYR (Fam. Belostomatidae)
Ratrutra parvula KUITERT (Fam. Ranatridae)
Limno cor is spec. ( Farn. Naucoridae)
Ambrysus spec. (Fan. Naucoridae)
Pelocoris spec. (Fan. Naucoridae)
Neopleo spec. (Fam. Pleidae)
Tctwgohia selct'ta (Farn. Corixidae)
In July, 1967, masses ol Tenagobio selecta and Tenagobia signata conve rged on favorably
situated light sources in Manaus, but this phenomenon did not recur in 1968.
Mollusca:
Tlre most abundant molluscan group is the Planorbidae. ßiompholaria stramirtea DUNKER
Biomphalaria amazonico PARAENSE, Drepatotrema depressìssimam MORICANLI, Dre-
panotreme anatittum ORBIGNY and Dreputotrema lucidum PFEIF FER have been lound
(LOBATO PARAENSE 1967). The preserìce ol Biomphalaria strami¡tea is especially sig-
nilicant, as it is the intermediate host of Scl¡¡stosoma mansoni. Riopholaria sÛamùtea
l) Identified by G.F. Edmunds jr., University of Utah.
2) tdentlfied by H.H. Weber, 23 Kiel.
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is generally distributed among the roots of the floating vegetation. Nevertheless, with the
exception of Fordlandia on the Rio Tapajós , there has so far been no known epedemic of
schistosomiasis in the Amazonian basin. SIOLI (1953) attributes this to the 1ow human
population density and large volume of water, among other factors.
As population densities increase and infected persons immigrate from areas in the north
where the sickness is common, it is quite possible that occæsional appearances of Scåisro-
soma mansoni will occur in the practically stagnant lakes. The possibility is greater where
the population is in close contact with the water, as in jute cultivation.
Other abundant molluscan groups are the family Ancylidae and the genus Ampullarius. The
latter seems to avoid locations exposed to the current, as well as dense stands oflerrs¿¿
hexandrø and Scirpus cubensis. Investigations of the gut contents revealed that they feed
on detritus, decomposing plant tissues and roots of the floating vege.tation. Sometimes some
Bivalvia (Eupera (Byssanodonta) bahiensis SPIX, Fam. Sphaeriidae t l) have been found'
Most of the vertebrates obtained with the methotls enrployed were fishes. The following
species can be considered especially characteristic of this biotopel):
Hem igrammus spec. (F am. Ch aracidae)
Hyphessobrycon spec. (Fam. Characidae)
Gymnotus carapo LINNÉ (Fam. Gymnotidae)
Cichlasoma severum HECKEL (Fam. Cichlidae)
Achlasoma festivum HECKEL (Fam. Cichlidae)
Microphilypnus sp ec. (Fam. Eleotridae)
Sy mbr anc hu s marmora tu s BLOCH (Fam. Symbranchidae)
These species remain largely in the peripheral zones and sparser portions of the stands where
avaiiable oxygen is greater. Only Symbranchus marmoratus was at all comnlon within denser
stands of Pøspalumrepens.Its ability to breathe atmospheric air ancl its eellike body are exenr
plary adaptations to life within the dense plant masses'
The following species were also found:
Hoplias malabaricus BLOCH (Fam. Characidae)
Cheirodon spec. (Fam. Characidae)
Leporinus fasciatus BLOCH (Fam. Anostomidae)
Senasalmus spec. (Fam. Serrasalmidae)
My lossoma sp ec. (F mr. Serrasalmidae)
þrrhulina spec. (Fam. læbiasinidae)
Eigenmannia spec. (Fam. Gymnotidae)
S tenopy gus sp ec. (F am. GYmnotidae)
Anadoras spec. (F am. Loricariidae)
l) tdentified by C. Meier-Brook, Univ. Tübingen
2) Identified by H.A. Knoeppel, Würzburg
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Hoplo st ernum spec. (F am. Callichtltyidae)
Rivulus sPec. (Fam. Fundulidae)
Cic hla so ma b ima c ulat um LINNÉ ( F am. Cichlid ae)
Acaronia nøss¿ HECKEL (Fam. Cichlidae)
Apistogrammn spec. (F arn. Cichlidae)
This list must surely include only a sma1l lraction of the species present, since the sam-
pling method was not designed primarily with fishes in mind'
An indication of the amount of fishes which can accumulate under the floating vegetation
under favorable oxygen conditions is presented below. GEISLER (1961 , personal commu-
¡ication) collected the following species and numbers under an island in the Amazon near
Ilha do Careiro (fig.2a,p. 68) composed ol Paspalum repens and about 25 m2 in area:
650 Abramites microcephalus NORMAN (Fam. Anostonridae)
40 Leporinus spec. (Fam. Anostomidae)
5 AstronotLts ocellatus CUVIER (Farn. Cichlidae)
I Electropliorus electrícus (Fam. Electrophoridae) (length 1.2 nt)
32 þ'arlowello spec. (Fam. Loricariidae)
Besides these, there were another 400 individuais in the family Characidae. The actuai num.
bers present were doubtless much greater, lor the rnesl.r size of the net was too large for the
catch to be considered quantitative.
ln comparison, Amphibia were rarely taken. Only a few lrogs and tadpoles were lound.
Other animal taxa:
Specirnens of Cnidaria, Turbellaria, Rotatoria, Nematoda and Hirudinea occurred in all
biotopes, but were so rare as to be negligible. Bryozoa were fiìore cornmon, but they could
not be sampled quantitatively due to tl'reir lirm attachn.rent to the substratum. Oligochaeta
were represeuted at all stations by Naididae and Tubificidae;however, no large concentra-
tions of the latter group. which are actually members ol the benthos, were observed, Hydra
carina were both very abundant and very diverse. In spite ofthe fact that this group is re-
latively well sampled (SIOLI, SATTLER, FITTKAU etc.) and many species have been
described (VIETS 1954, BESCH 1964) the species lists are far frorn complete for thern, too
The species which represented most launal groups were relatively srnall with the exception
of tlre gentrs Ampullarius, there were no particularly large lorrns in any of the various fam-
ilics. On the other hand, the balance of this report will show that numbers of individuals
were sometirnes extremely higl"r.
l5
III. Quantitative investigations of the aquatic fauna
a)Methods
One or more samples were taken, usually at monthly intervals, from the floating vegeta-
tion at each station. A net designed especially for this purpose was used (fig. I, photo l).
It consists of a collapsible, 2-m-long handle and a net on a frame 50 cm on each side. The
netting has a mesh width of 223 microns. Finer meshes could not be used, because the
frequently large amounts of organic detritus cloeged the mesh openings.
To protect the fìne netting, a shallower, removable bag was fìtted into the mouth of the
net. The sides of the inserted bag were of thick linen, and the bottom was wire sc¡een
with a mesh width of 8 mm. Coarser detritus and small aquatic plants were retained in
the shorter bag.
Sampling was accomplished from a boat with the aid of an assistant. The net was shoved
beneath the floating vegetation and lifted upwards out of the water with the long,handle
þhoto l).
Photol:Sampledrawing
The tangled mass of plants extending above the top of the net was chopped off with a
bush-knife, then trimmed close to the rim of the net with a smaller knife. The remaining
mat of roots and rhizomes was rinsed into the net and transferred to plastic bags for re-
turn to the I.N.P.A.1) laboratory in Manaus, where it was treated further. All materials
retained in the fine net were preserved hl0%alcohol. The roots were washed again
l) Instituto Nacional de Pesqu2as da Amazônia.
l6
in tl¡e laboratory: depletion of oxygen in the bags during transport killed many sessile
forrns (especially Chironomidae), so that they couid be rinsed more thoroughly from
the roots. Direct examination of the root mass showed, however, that even this proce-
dure did not remove all the animals. Nevertheless, the number of animais which was
still in the roots was so low that the resulting error was negligible with respect to total
abundance. Fractions which could not be washed out were I % for Copepoda, Cladoce-
ra, Conchostraca and Mollusca, and 2 - 5% for the rest. Materiais which rinsed out into
the net in the laboratory were preserved in alcohol and combined with the correspond-
ing fraction obtained at the field station. Rhizomes were measured and the numbers
ofbranchings, nodes and vegetative shoots were noted. The plants were dried to con-
stant weight at 70oC.
To obtain samples in the inner portions of the floating mats of vegetation, a hole was
carefully cut with a knife in the interwoven thatch of plants. .¡\ section was added to
the lower end of the handle (fìg. l), for the stands were thicker in the central areas than
on the periphery. Submerged bushes tore the net bagin such places, so an additional bag
of stout linen was bound around the outside of the netting to protect it.
Inset
Enlorgement of this port
durrng scmpling in the
centrot region of the stond
+- Mesh width 223 microns
F¡ Net cons truct i on
1'he sanrpling procedure was completely unsLrccessful in very thick accumuiations of
several years'vegetation. Since only a few samples required the special procedure nec-
essary to collect in these instances, the rnethod will be described when the results of




The fauna was broken down for rough characterization irtto nrajor groups, sonte of which
included several systematic units. The only rlonospecific group was the Conchostraca:
(Cyclestheria hislopi BAIRD/. That species will be given special emphasis because of its
value as an indicator of certain ecologically intportant factors.
No atterlpt was made to count every animal in the sarnples, because olthe large num-
bers of individuals and the frequently large amounts of detritus which had to be scruti-
nized in order to fìnd them. Total abundaces were calculated lrom subsamples, assurning
that the counts were normally distributed. The subsarnpling procedure consisted of pouring
the well-stirred sampie evenly over the bottom of a basin of known area. Best results were ob-
tained when the water in the basin barely covered the detritus. Larger aninrals ancl pieces
of detritus were removed fronr the samples belore they were subsampled. Five subsamples
were rcmoved with a cylinder ol known cross-sectìonal area, and these we rc counted and
multiplied by an appropriate conversion factor to estinlate to'ral nunrbers. The standard
error was on the orcler ol +Z % l).
The 95 % confidence limitis lor larger groups were l0 '/,., and lor the smaller, l5 % ol tl'¡e
rnea¡. Groups replesented by only one specirnen in tl're subsatllples were recorded simplv
as'+', because of the statistical uncertainty of such low subsample counts. Similarly.
abr,:nce of a group lrom thc five subsarnpÌes does not allow fbr the conclusion that the
group was llot represented at the sarlplir.ig station, since rare individuals could have been
missed. On the other hand, groups not abundant enough to appear in the subsamples may
be considered unimportant lor ptrrposes ol the present investigation. TIie Conchostraca
are again the exception;whenever there was any question about tl'reir absence, aûÌore
thorough exarnination was conducted. This was done becanse of their significance as
an indicator organism in the study.
Numbers of animals in the sarnples were converted to abundaljce penn2 to conform
with standard practiÇe.
Inability to separate all the animals from the detritus also prevented direct deternlination
of the faunal biomass. A general estimate ol biornass lor comparative purposes was derived
frorn the average weights of 500 individuals frorn each faunal group. Care was exercised
in selecting animals to be weighed frorn the sarnples to utilize a representative cross-section
of the species and sizes of individuals in the natural populations. These animals were dried
to constant weight at l05oC to determine average dry weights. The results, expressed
in terms of dry weight of 1000 individuaÌs in each group, are as follows2) :
1) Statisticul analysis were undcrtaken by Dr. H. J. Krambe ck, MPI Plön.
2) Tr. specimens had bcen preserved in10%alcohol for I - 2 years prior t<l weight. No




























'l'¡cse averages wcrc tlscd to calculate biot.nasse's from counts of individual-q.
As ¡rentioned in the descriptiol'r ol ihe subsarnpling procedure, all larger speciinens of F{emip-
tera. Odonata, Coleoptera. Ephemeroptera, Diptera, Mollusca and all Decapoda were re-
moved before subsampling in order to achieve as uniform a medium as possible and counted
separateiy.
Si¡ce their numbers in the sarnples were small but their weights relatively large, substantial
diflerences between sarnple biornasses occurred. Values were not representative ol average
itiomass over an entire zone of vegetation. because aggregations or larger animals could
have great influence on the estimates. Such aggregations were obseryed for Macrobrachium
amazonicum and Macrobruchiunt jelskii, among others. To obtain total biomass, it there-
lore seemed nlore reasonabie to us to calculate averages over many individual samples.
Heavier aninrais, such as Ampullarius spec., Macrobrachiurn spec.etc. had longer life
spans and thus were less aflected by brielalternations in biotopic factors than populations
of shorter-lived forms such as Diptera, Clladocera or Conchostraca.
These averages were calculated in the foliowine manner. in the course of the investigations,
it became apparent that 'floating meadows' could be divided into th¡ee fundamental types,
based on their animal communities 1). tne numbers of individuals in samples from each of
these types were determined. Subsequently, the average weight of a representative cross-sec-
tion from each faunal group was calculated and converted to unit area of t m2 lTable t;.
This average weight was added in for each of the samples, and is given separately in the re-
sults for each station. In this manner, the singly occurring, large and heavy individuals were
included without introducing a large error into the estirnates of biomass.
Since many authors give biomasses in terms of fresh, or wet weight, an approximation of
this value will also be given here. Simple conversion of dry to wet weights is subject to large
errors due to differences in the average water contenl of va¡ious far"rniil ¿rotrps. IìAR¡iiS{li.{
(1954) reports that chironomid la¡vae f'romGennanyhave proportionsof'll - l7 c/odry
weight per unit weight. Mr. POLTZ (unpublished data) has deterrnined that the rìry weigirt
of zooplankton in Holstein lakes amounts to 10 - 12 % of the fresh weight. In order to ob-
tain at least a crude estimate of wet-weight biomass, we have decided that conversion fac-
1) A ,u,r,rrrury of the iogic behind the erection of these types is given on p. 86 ff
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tors of I and 6, depending on the proportion of dry weight due to Crustacea or Insecta
respectively, provide credible estimates of these data. The proportions of dry in wet weight
to which these lactors correspond are 14.3 and 16.l %.They are not valid lor the Mollusca,
however, since the proportion of dry weight is greatly increased by their shells. Cursory
weighings indicated that dry weights of mollusks are about one-third of the wet weights
(alcohol-prese¡ved material). Dry-weight biomasses of mollusks were appropriately mr"rl-
tiplied by 3 in the calculations of wet-weight biomasses.
Biotope I (Whitewater Type) 1)
Paraná do Xiborena, Costa do Baixio lotic region,
lotic region of the Amazon.
Biotope 2 (Lago Type A)l)
Lago Calado, Lago Manacapurú, Lago do Xiborena, Lago dos Passarinhos
peripheral region2), Lago Parú, Lago Castanho, Costa do Baixio shore re-
gion.
Biotope 3 (Lago Type B)l)
Lago dos Passarinhos central region, Lago Parú, Lago Castanho
T a b I e I : Average weights of the larger individuals, which were picked from the
samples before subsampiing, in each biotope.
In the vegetation, a marginal region and a central region were distinguished. The marginal
region was that part of the stand which bordered the open water surface. It was character-
oia Ay lower densities of plants, penetration of sola¡ radiation between the roots, colo-
nization of the roots by sessile algae and good exchange of water with the surrounding
medium. The centrai region was that in which the plants formed an uninterrupted cover
over the wat€r and the stand approached its ultimate natural thickness. Depending on the
gfowth form of the vegetation, the peripheral zone ranged from a few centirneters (dense
floating islantls) to several meters in width. In Lago Calado, in 1968 for example, the
distinction between peripheral and central zones was not apparent until July, for the de-
velopment of the vegetation did not reach a characteristic condition befo¡e that month.
The investijations were mainly concentrated in Paspalum repens iî order to minimize
substratal variation. This plant was also well suited to the sampling method, in that the
stands did not usually reach to the bottom, and its stands were the most widely distrib-
uted of the grasses in the 'floating meadows'.
Stands of -ú'cl¡ inochloa polystachya were normally rooted to the floor of the supporting
body of water, were generally too sparse for the size of net which was used, and were
difficult to handle because of the thick, hard rhizomes. A ièw exploratory samples indi-
cated that stands of this grass offered no significant additional insight with regard to pre-
sent goais.
Transparency was estimated with a Secchi disc, and current speed was determined by
timing floating objects with a stopwatch.
Oxygen concentration was determined by the Winkler method. In order to avoid disturb-
ing vertical stiatification of the water in the stands, samples for this purpose were taken
with a tube 3 mm in diameter which was pushed down to the desired depth (a modifica-
tion of the method given by MILBURN & BEADLE 1960).
Characterization of each of the biotopes, as well as discussion of the environmental factors
which are important to the faunal communities will be based on Copepoda, Cladocera,
Conchostraca, Ephemeroptera, Trichopte¡a and Diptera, since these groups showed the
clearest relationships. Other groups (Decapoda, Hemiptera, Odonata, Coleoptera, Hydra-
carina, Mollusca, Oligochaeta, Hirudinea) are included in the treatments of total abundance
and total biomass"
b) Sampling stations
l. Parand do Xiborena
Description of the biotope:
The Paraná do Xiborena is a winding canal about 50 m wide which connects the Rio Negro
to the Rio Solimões below Manaus (fig. 2). It dries up during the period of low water in
October and November. As water levels rise, whitewater flows in from the Solimões and
blackwater froln the Rio Negro, so that the water is practically motionless in the middle
parts of the canal in December and January. At that time, the water has a loamy, yellowish
























































'Ihere were no larger specimens in Biotope 3.
Number ol samples (= I i4 m2): Biotope 1 : 40
Biotope 2 : 112
Aveiage hionlasses of pre-sorted individuals p., ,n2
t.044
2.080
Biotope 1: 0.208 g dry weiglit (= about I g wet weight)
Biotope 2: 2.222 g dry weight (= about l0 g wet weight).






During this period, rapid growth ol Paspølum repens, Pistia stratiotes, SalvinÌa auriculata
andAzolla spec. occurred over the entire water surface. By March, the water had risen high
enough so that a distinct current toward the Rio Negro was in evidence, even close to the
banks. The curfenthad carried away most olthe floatingvegetation. There was only a
narfow strip of Paspalum repens and Echinochloa polystachya about I - 5 m in breadth
near the banks (photo 2). From that rnonth on. therelore. this station represellted the
sort of biotope which was described in Part I'for the sedintentatiotì and sh¡rre zorles ol
the Solimões-Amazon. The plants grew intensively throughotlt the )'ear and were alway's






















Photo 2 : Srnall Paspalum repetts populatíon (Paraná do Xiborerta )
Because of the current and constantly changÍng water levels, parts of the stand were ofìelt
washed away. Samples could therefore be taken repeatedly along the sanle part of the
strore without being from the saltre portion olthe stand. The central. or intertral parls
of the stand were not sampled because the strip olplants was tco rìarrow atrd was anchored
in submerged shrubs along the banks.
Physical-chemical-investigations :
The surface temperature of the water near the plants varied between about lgoC and -l-loC
depending on the time of day and weather during the stagnation period in Decentber and
January. From February to the end ofthe investieations, it varied between lToC lnd lgoC
as a result olwater moventent. Conductivity and pH nìeasurelnents sltow tltat the Ptrlná
do Xiborena was continually under the influence olwhitewater (tìg. -l). The plì r'alues
t3
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1968
Fig.3:loronó do Xiboreno:pH-volue ond eleclricol conductivity in the course of the yeor
were virtually constant. In contrast, electrical conductivity values were highest from De-
cember, when measurements were begun, through March, then showed a clear decline.
BRALIN (1952) recorded similar events in his investigations of the chemistry of lakes
along the lower ¡eaches of the Rio Tapajós. He attributed the changes to the effect of
decomposing plants which were killed when rising water levels flooded them. Also, the
a¡eas of the lakes increase considerably, and salts which are dissolved from the flooded
soil could contribute to the increases in conductivities. In lakes with affluents, this pro-
cess of salt enrichment can be more strongly expressed if the inflowing streams have
previously flooded over extensive land areas. This complex process, which BRAUN de-
signates by the conceptual term 'shore facfor'(Uferfaktor), acts in opposition to the di-
luting effects of increasing water volume, or 'dilution factor' (Verdi.innungsfaktor). The
'slrore factor'must surely be even more significant in the enrichment of vârzealakes by
electrolytes, because of the way in which sinking water levels leave large quantities of
floating vegetation stranded on dry ground. During the dry season, this material is exten-
sively remineraiized and the resulting soluble ions can then have a strong influence on the
chemistry of the water when the dry areas a¡e flooded again (McLACHLAN 1971). In
our opinion, still another process besides this leaching of shore areas adds to the sources
ofelectrolytes-regeneration from lake-bottom muds. Such regeneration is independent of
the course of rising water levels, and is most effective when the total volume of a body
of water is relatively small.
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A particularly good example of this process exists in the Lago do Xiborena, whose water
had a conductivity of more than 300 ¡tS2g in the period of low water levels. The signifì-
cance of the mud for the chemistry of the water will be taken up in more detail in the
discussion on that lake (p. 68 ff.).
The relatively high electrolyte concentrations in the Paraná do Xiborena during low
water levels must have been due mostly to the 'shore factor', however. This is because
the canal contained rapid currents over 8 - l0 months of the year which prevented the
deposition of significant quantities of organic muds. Shore leaching was mainly accom-
plished by rainfall. In addition, a confluence with the Lago do Xiborena was re-estab-
lished in Decembe¡. Conductivities in this backwater, as mentioned above, had risen
above 300 ¡rS2g. Changing water levels in the following months effected a slow ex-
change of water with the canal. In this case, still another source of electrolyte enrich-
ment cannot be totally disregardecl: grazing cattle belonging to people living along the
banks of lhe vârzea.
Transparency was very low durins the entire period, but as a result of fundamentally
different factors (Table 2). The particularly high turbidity observed during the first
months could not be accounted for to any great extent by the continuing addition
of suspended inorganic matter by the whitewater inflow, because the current wâs too
slow. Rathe¡, the shallowness of the water (about 1 m) allowed slight wind action, the
activities of large fìshes, etc. to stir up the bottom and maintain fìne detritus and in-
organic material in suspension. This phenomenon was observed in all lakes in which
the water level sank low enough (Lago Calado, Lago do Xiborena etc.). The trans-
parency could decrease to less than 10 cm under certain wind conditions. Beginning
in March the cause of the turbidity became the suspended inorganic load of the white-
water inflow, which was kept in suspension in the canal by the currents. As a result,
distinct changes in the environmental factors took place in the Paraná do Xiborena,
in spite of continuing high turbidity.
Table 2 Transparency and current speeds at the station in the Paraná
do Xiborena
1967 1968
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The faunal comrnunity:
The difference between the effects of stagnant. turbid water and flowing, tLrrbid water
was clearly evident in the aquatic biota. Although flowing whitewater with a transpar-
ency lrom about 30 to 40 cnr strpports little il any autochthonous plì.vtoplankton
(GESSNER 1959), these organisms could be quite abundant during Decenrber ancl
January in essentially stagnant bodies of water with similarly low tratrsparertcies. This
was shown with men.rbrane-filte¡ preparatiorls by SCHMIDT ( 197 I ). The effect on the
fauna was also clearly marked.
The rnaximurn absolute density of individuals occurred in Decetnber. As tlie irtfluence
of pure whitewater increased, pliytoplankton decreased and tl're density of aninlals de-
clined (lig. 4 a).h'r the data for the separate faunai groups, it can be seen that the fil-
ter-feeding Cladocera decreased sharply (lig. 4 e). A critical change in the ratic-. of usable
to irìdigestible suspended matter occurred as lresh whitewater flowed in. The rare Con-
chostraca were present only in December. when the Cladocera were going through their
maxilnum. Another unfàvorable factor was tlie current itself. which carried awa¡r 1[1ç
unattached animals. All other groups but the Copepoda and Ostracoda. whiclì also had
rla.rir.num densities in tl.re early stages olcourrnurtity developnrent, were rare (lig.4 c,
d).
Sessile fonns, such as Diptera and Trichoptera. and tlte Epheureroptera, whicl.r are
strong swirnnrers. showed no adverse reactions to the current. arrcl were able to continue
toward later rnaxima (fig.4l, g, h). In acldition. these groups coultl nrake better use of
the "Aufwuchs" on floatingvegetation and detritus trapped in it as tbod sources. It
appears, and this is supported by other investigations, that the conrrlunity as a whole in
lotic situations resp,onds less to the large scale rhythrns such as high and low water
periods, than to local current conclitions. Since environnrentaÌ conclitions in tlie Paraná
do Xiborena were dorninated by the eflècts of flowing whitewater in all months but
Decelnber and Janua¡r,. it seerred justilied to ignore the chronological dilferences
amollg these samples and determine the mean total abundance lor the cornnrunity as
a rneasure olthe average faunal density in this biotope. This r¡uarttity was 15300
in<lividuals p., n,2 in the rrrarginal region.
The above lindings suggest that higher abr¡ndances could be cxpected irr tlie parts o1-
the standswl.ricl'r were more protected ftonl tlte curreut. nearer the banks. Samples
which would have substantiated this could not be taken because olthe submerged
shrubs in those parts. Biotopes discussed later. in rvhich such sarnples we re taken. did
support this assumption.
Generally. the clensity olanimals in this conrnrunity rertiaittecl low in cotttparison to
the other biotopes.
Figures fclr total biornass give a sornewhat dillcrent irtrpression (iig.4 b).'lhe maximurn
biotlass was not contelllporerìous witlt ulaximuln abutidattce, becattse the peak biomass
was due to heavier, rarer lonr.rs, especiaÌly Mollusca. ln other worcls, the biomass was
Fig. 4 a'h The aquatic fauna in the floating vegetation ofParaná do Xiborena
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mentioned, the abundance of Mollusca in these investigations was not useful
l" 
^n 
i,'ìdicator of biotopic conditions, and their occurrence was highly irregular. Therelore,
lon.lurionr about the relationship between biomass and biotope can be misleading. Rather,
clues to biotopic events are better found in data on abundance.
Table 3 Proportions due to Cladocera and Mollusca in the total abundance and total
biomass exclusive ol larger individuals removed belore subsampling.
Morlth Total Abundance ol '/c of Total Biomass of
Abundance Cladocera or Total Biornass Cladocera or
(no./ml) Mollusca Abundance (g¡.2) Mollusca(no./ml) 1g/m2)
Cladocera
strongly influenced by an animal group which occu¡red in relatively sma.ll numbers,
irregularly distributed, and whose abundance within the bounds of the preset.rt investi-
gations was of no value for indicating changes in biotopic conditions. In contrast, such
changes had very marked ellects on abundances olthe rnore nltmerous. shorter-lived
animals which contributed little to total biomass. Therefore, abundance will be given
more weight than biomass in discussing our results. Also, tl-re nroportion of total biomass
due to N4ollusca is illustrated by cross-hatching on the biomass curve in figure 4 b.
Samples lrom December and IVay n'ray be compared for an illustration ol this discrcp-
ancy. Analysis ol total abundances indicates a hrndamental dilference bctween the
biotopic conditions in tlrese two nrorrths, and this was clearly apparent in the lield.
In December, the dominant conditions were those of a very shallow lake, while in
May, flowing whitewater was the primary factor. As will be showrr below (see p. 88)
abuntlances and, normally, biomasses pel n',1 were significantly liigher uncler the
conditions which were dorninant in December than in flowing whitewater.
The biocenosis correspon<ling to the fbrmer condition could not devclop lully because
the biotic conditions were ol too short duration. For example, tl're Concl'rostraca, which
occurrecl in all stanclingwaters and usually in great abundancel), *.r. rare at lirst. Only
Cladocera and other short-lived, smaller forrns were able to increase in number and to so
reflect the biotopic conditions precisely;even so, it is probable that these groups did not
reach the maxirnum abundance possible under those conditions. Cladocera responded
rapidly to the establishment of whitewater flow in May: their numbers declined sharply
(Table 3).
Although the nurnerical clecline in this group was clearly evident. the decrease in their
biontass relative to that of the entire launa was far less striking. The changes in Mollusca
wcrc just thc reverse - their nunrbcrs rosc rclativcly little, but their biornass incrcased con-
siderably. As a rcsult, total bionrass increased as total ¿ibundancc was decrcasingl As has
l) See p. ss lf
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In order to obtain the total biomasses for the samples, it is necessary to add the rnean dry
weight due to larger specimens which were removed before subsanrpling to the amounts it.t
Table 3. This value is 0.208 gl). Totul biomass in this biotope therefore fluctr-rated between
0.3 and 1.0 g dry weight p., *2. This is equivalent to a wet, or fresl.r weight ol 1.0 - 6.0 glm2
when the part o{'the dry weipht due to Mollusca is calculated specially 2).
As was brought out in the discussion of abundances, the Ineatr of all sanrple s taken during
the tinte ola dominatingwhitewater influence (i.e., excepting those in Decenrber and
January ) best represents the average faunal density in the rrtarginal region of tl're stand.
lncluding the larser, pre-sorted animals, the corresponding estimate ol nrean biomass is
0.6 I g dry weight p., ,r.r2. The equivalent wet weight would be abotrt 3.5 g/m2.
l)
2)
See p. 19 f" for the derivation of this quantity.
See p. 19 f. for the procedure used to cal-culate wet weights frorn dry weights
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2.Costa do Baixio
Description of the biotope:
The Costa do Baixio is a sedimentation zone several hundred meters wide and several kilo-
meters long on the left bank of the Rio Solimões about 20 km above the rnouth of the
Rio Negro (fìg. 2). The area is dry land from December to January. The higher portions are
covered mainly by Echinochloa polystachya and Paspalum fasciculatum. and the highest
places are colonized by Salix humboldtiana. Scattered Hymerwchne amplexicaulis and,
Panicum chloroticum also occur there. At the start of the dry season, Paspalum repens
is still very evident, but it rapidly transfonns entirely into the very dissimilar land form.
Inhabitants of the region use this area for cultivating jule (Corchurus cøpsularis) and
vegetables, in the course ofwhich portions ofthe natural grass crops are cleared away.
ln February 1967 , a strong development of Paspalum repens began as the water rose.
Echinochloø polystachya and Hymenachne amplexicøulis also grew rapidly. within
about 2 I /2 months the stand attained its largest areal extent, about 4 km2. In May,
increasingly large portions of the stands, especially those of Paspølum repens,were torn
ofl the peripheral zone and carried away by higher water levels and increasing current
s¡reeds. Stormy weathe¡ augmented the process during this period, as exposed parts of
the stands were brr¡ken off or severely damaged by wave action. From August on, only
small patches of Paspalum repens remained along the banks. The rhizomes of Echinochloa
polystachyø jammed together so tightly as the water receded that it was no longer possible
to take samples from the inner parts of the stands.
Station I (lotic region)
Station I lay unprotected from wind o¡ current on the extreme outer margin of the stand
(fìg. 5). May samples had to be taken in a somewhat less exposed area because the storms
had severely damaged the outermosl Paspalum repens slands and disturbed their natural
structure. As in the Paranâ do Xiborena. the location of the station in this biotope vrs al-
ways the same, but the stand under investigation changes considerably from month to
month.
Physical-chemical investigation :
The temperature of the water was between 2loC and 29oC allyear. There was no diurnal
stratification. Near the grass, the current was very slow. Often the turbulence was so great
that no directional current could be measured with the method used. Higher values were
observed only in August and September (Table 4).
Transparency was somewhat higher here than in midriver (Table l6).
Conductivities were markedly influenced by the "shore facte¡" as the water began to rise,
because the gradual slope of the sedimentation zone resulted in the flooding of large areas
with relatively minor increases in water level. In addition, large amounts of vegetation were
decomposing, including jute, which had been submerged in shallow water to allow the
fibers to loosen (maceration). As early as May, the "dilution factor" gained precedence:.
30
Table 4:Transparencyandcurrentspeed I)ontheCostado tìaixio(loticregion¡
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conductivities fell. Beginning in June, the effects of the "shore factor" were no longer
evident (fig. 6). Values of pH increased until May, from 5.9 to 6.8, then fell to 6.5 in June
and varied between 6.4 and 6.6 thereafter (fìg. 6). Even here, the "shore factor" was
effective until May.
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Fig.6: Costo do Borxio: pH-volue ond electricol conductivity in the course of the yeor
The continual, if slight exchange of water through the inner parts of the stands was
sufficient to prevent oxygen depletion, so there was plenty of available oxygen there
(Table 5).
T a b I e 5 : Oxygen concentrations in the Paspalum repens stand of the Costa do Baixio
(lotic region)
Oxygen Concentration (mg/l)
Depth (cm) Open \ilater Periphery of 5m Inward l5m Inward
the Stand
0 4.53 4.30 4.43 4.s7
4.48 4.56




Here, too. a distinct dependency oftotal abundance on current speeds is evident when the
two sets of data are compared (fìg. 7a). In August and September, abundance was least as
t¡e highest current speeds were measured. (Table 4).
The strikingly high total abundances in May were at least partly due td the sheltered
locations within the stand from which the samples were taken. The outer, more
exposed vegetation had been damaged by strong currents and the natu¡al biotopic
srr¡cture had been extensively disturbed (fig. 5). Ofthe separate faunal groups, the Crusta-
cea showed the nlost defìnite responses to changes in current conditions in terms of relative
abundance. just as in the Parand do Xiborena. Such numerical responses were weaker or non,
existerrt tor Ephenreroptera. Trichoptera and Hemiptera (fìg 7)
Fig.7a - h: The aquatic fauna in the floating vegetation of Costa do Baixio
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Fig.7h: Diptero
Comparison of several parallel samples revealed, however, that rather iarge differences in
relative abundance existed at adjacent sites. In May, 1968 five samples were taken on the
periphery and five more about 10 m away in the inner part of the stand. Samples in each
set were 10 - 20 m apart. Those from the inner part of the stand exhibited especially great
differences. In order to quantify the amount of biotope in each sample more precisely,
rhizome lengths were measured,.root-knots were counted and the dry weight of the roots
was determined (fig. 8). There was no marked correlation between these attributes of
the root mass and abundances of animals. Lower abundances sometimes coincided with
a lesser amount of roots, but any clear relationship was obliterated by local aggregations
of one species or another. It must be conceded that the methods we employed were not
precise enough to detect possibly significant local differences, for example, in the amount
ofturbuience, spatiai distribution ofthe roots, structure ofthe sur¡ounding area, light con-
ditions etc. which could affect the fauna. Only in extreme cases was the amount of roots
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Frg 8: Roots {dry werght) ond totol rumber of rndrvrduols
(3568 Costo do Borxro)
Mean total abundance in the five marginal samples was about half the mean total for the
fìve from the central zone. In order to establish that a signifìcant faunal increase toward
the center existed, ltowever, a larger number of samples would be required because of the
variability of abundances among them.
The separate faunal groups showed the following tendencies: abundances of copepoda,
Ostracoda, Cladocera and Diptera were generally highei in the central zone than on the
periphery. No definite preference for either periphery or cente¡ was evident for Trichop-
tera or Ephemeroptera. Hemiptera usually decreased in abundance toward the center.
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An explanation for this pattern, as has already been mentioned, may be found in the
effects ol the current. While the margins of the stands are fully exposed to whatever
turbulence is present, the inner portions are protected by intervening roots and rhizomes,
and the likelihood that the small Crustacea will be carried away by the current is reduced:
t-heir numbers increase. The same is possibly true for the Diptera. The abundances of
Trichoptera, Ephemeroptera and Hemiptera are not particularly affected by the current,
since they can either attach fìrmly to the roots or are strong swimmers.
The fauna is apparently under the dominating influence of local current differences in
this biotope, as in the Paraná do Xiborena. It seemed justilied, therefore, to again ignore
the temporal dillerences anìorìg the samples and to derive a mean abundance from all
samples in the peripheral zone for comparison with the mean of central zone samples 
.
and for the central zone, about 57 000 p., nl2 (fig 9). The graph of biomasses illustrates
a pattern alnrost identical to that for abundances (fig. 7 b). The exceptions were two
samples fronl the rnarginal region in May; the biomasses in these sarnples were much higher
relative to abundance than lor the other samples. The excess was due to Mollusca. Higher
biomass values fronr the central zone of the stand had the same cause. The range of bio-
masses. like the range'of abundances, was very large.
Totai biomasses are calculated from dry weights given in the graphs by adding the average
weight of larger animals hom all samples 0.208 gl). The biomasses in the lotic reqion
ol the Costa <1o Baixio varied lrom 0.5 to 2.4 e dry weight p., 
-2 on the periphery, and
between 0.6 and 4.2 gper m2 in the central zone. The equivalent wet weights2) were
aborrt 3 
- 
14 glm2 on the periphery ancl 3 
- 
20 glm2 in the central zone.
As has already been intimated in the discussion ol abundances, the condition of the fauna
on the Costa do Baixio, too, depends prinrarily on local currents. The average for al1 samples
will therelore give the nlost iepresentative picture of farrnal populations in the stand as a
rvhole.
According to this. the tbllowing values are indicative of faunal biomass (including the larqer
specirnens):
Mean dry weight in the rrrarginal region: l.i 5 g/ml.
Mean dry weight in the central region: 1.66 gln).
These vaiues are equivalent to wet weights of about 6 arñ 8.5 glm2
(fìe e)
1) See p. 19 f. for the calculation procedure.
2) See p. 19 f. for the procedur'e used in calculating wet weights from dry weights.
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Station I sltorc Legiorr
Phvsical-t'lrcln icul irtvesl igltttltts:
Statio¡ I lay neaL the shore. protected by tlte rrrasses of interveuing plants (fig. 5). Current
was very greatly reduced and transperency increased to 60 - 65 crrr. On calm days, there
was evelt a slight thcrntal stratification. On tltose occasions the ten'rperature at the water
surlacc was about 0.5o higher than at a depth ol40 cnl. Under these conditions, it is
vcry possible that sonte autochthonous phytoplankton developl.tlent occurred. The
[\spalum repetts stand llt the station was present fronr May until the area dried up in
Septentber. lt was rathcr d.--nse atrd showed delinite evidence of se nescence at the end
of that period (JtJNK 1970).
Thc larrrral ctlrrurrrrrtitv:
J'otal abundalìceswere rììuclì highe r at this station than at statiotr I (fig. 10), possibly ex-
ceptirìg tlie nlollth of Nlay. The May sarnple. however. was taken before envirorrmental con
ditions had fully reached the levels ol the lollowing urontl.ts: A slight current was present.
Further evidence tltat tlle environnlellt was still il1 a state of trar.rsition can be seen in the
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Fig. l0a - i: The aquatic fauna in the floating vegetation of Costa do Baixio
(shore region).
Fig.l0f : Conchostroco Fig.l0g: Ephemeroptero Fig.l0h: Trichoptero
As previous investigations have shown, these fìlter-feeders are absent or very rare in flowing
whitewater with full loads of sediments. Their regular occurrence in the shore region tl.rus
represents a new element in the faunal community. The maximum total abundance occurred
shortly before the biotope dried up. At this time. the water was completely still. Filter-feeding
Claclocera multiplied with amazing speed in September (fig. 10 e).
Since only two sanrples were taken from the center of the stand at tl-ris station. t.to couclusions
can be draw¡ about diflerences in abundance between periohery and center. In those samples,
Ostracoda and Conchostraca were rnore abundant in the central zorle, while numbers of
Epl.re¡reroptera, Trichoptera and even Copepoda were tnuch greater in the outer part (fig. 10,
c-i).
Chapges i¡ biomass mirrored those in abundance. Only the September sampies were very
dilferent (fig. 10 b). Abundance was sreater in the outer parts of the stand, while biornass
was greater toward the center. This was due mostly to Ostracoda, which were much more
abundant in the central zone and are considerably heavier than Cladocera. The decline in
total abundance, caused largely by a decrease in Cladocera, did not show up in the biolnass.
The average weight of larger specimens, which must be added to the dry weights given in
the ñgures to obtain total biornass, was 2.2 gf m¿at this sitet/.
Biomass increased front 3.8 gln"r2 in May to 5.6 elm] in September on the outer edges of
the stand, and even higher - to 6.9 g dry weight p., -2 - in the centraÌ zone.
These values are equivalent, when cabulation of the wet weight due to Mollusca is done sep-
arately,ro total wet weights oi about 20 glm2 in May and 30 - 35 gln2 in September.
The two biotopes dealt with beiore this one, the Paraná do Xiborena and the Costa do
Baixio - lotic region, were strongly dominated by flowing whitewater. The turbulence condi-
tions at various sites in the stands were continually changing because of the continuously
varyingwaterlevels, growth of the plants, removal of parts of the stand by the current etc.
From a more general perspective, however, the influence of flowing whitewater did not vary
significantly, so that the faunal populations existed in a sort of 'fluid equilibrium' (Fliess-
gleichgewicht). Under these conditions, it was reasonable to ignore the time intervals
between sampies and derive overall means for total abundance and biomass in those biotopes.
In the shore region, however, such an equilibrium did not exist. The biocenosis was able to
develop continuously through several months as the influence of currents and suspended
solids gradually decreased. Our evidence indicates that the May samples represent the be-
ginning of this development, and the September samples, its end.
Under these circumstances faunal density and biomass shouid not be reduced to averages
over time, because insight into the course of development of the faunal community is
thereby lost.
l) The calculation procedure is given on p. 19 f..
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The following tendencies were noticed in the two preceding biotopes, which had flowing
whitewater with heavy loads of suspended matter:
The Paraná do Xiborena had the highest mean current speed, lowest transparency, least
faunal abundance and lowest percentage of crustacea in the total (Table 6). In the
lotic region of the Costa do Baixio, current speeds were slower, transparency was
somewhat higher, and total abundance and percentage due to Crustacea were higher. This
was still more pronounced in the central zone of that stand, where turbulence was further
reduced by the masses of plants.
In the shore region of the Costa do Baixio, current speeds were lowest and transparency
was the highest of any of these stations. Correspondingly, total abundance was at
a maximum and the percentage due to Crustacea was the highest. Filter-feeders de-
veloped dense populations, especially in September. A new faunal element occurred re-
gularly - the Conchostraca. An opposite trend was evident for the percentage of the fauna
due to insects (Table 6). This percentage was highest, in the marginal region of the Paraná
do Xiborena, and lowest in the central zone of the stand at the Costa do Baixio shore region.
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The following general conclusions are drawn:
In biotopes with flowing whitewater, faunal abundance and composition is influenced pre-
dominantly by the current and its load of inorganic suspended ma-tter. As current speeds and
theloadof suspendedmatterdecrease,numbersof animals p"r^2 increase,especiallythe
filter-feeding Phyllopoda. The percentage of total abundance due to Crustacea rises, while
that due to Insecta declines. No variations over large areas or oflong duration cbuld be de-
tected in the major faunal taxa. If such variations did occur, then their expression was large-
ly obscured by the effects of current and suspended solids.
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Experiments with excelsior as a substratum
In May 1968, some field experiments were conducted to substantiate the results olthe
sampling studies. Twowire screen boxes,40 cm on a side, were each filled with 150 g
of excelsior (wood shavings). One box was set out on the Costa do Baixio near the shore,
where the transparency was 65 cm and no signifìcant current existed. The other was
set out in the same area, but at a site with 40 cm transparency and a current speed
of about 20 cm/sec. Both boxes were held at the water surlace by floats, and were some
3 m lrom the nearest stand ofPaspalum repens.
Totai faunal abundance was much higher in the box near shore than in the one exposed
to flowing water (Table 7). In the protected shore region, the fraction of total numbers
due to Crustacea was about 50 %. Cladocera and Conchostraca were well represented
(about 25 % ol all animals!). Every one of the faunal groups included in this study was
present, inciuding the Decapoda. In contrast, abundance was very low in the lotic region.
The only Crustacea present were a few Copepoda, Ostracoda and Decapoda (2 specimens)
- Cladocera and the Conchostraca were completely absent. Trichoptera, Hemiptera and
Odonata were each represented by a few specimens. No representatives of the remaining
groups were lound. Relative abundances in the two boxes confirmed the findings from
studies of natural substrata.









































However, the numbers of animals on the excelsio¡ were small relative to those on natu-
ral substrata, even in the shore region. When the data a¡e transformed to numbers per
*2, it is evident that the boxes sustained ònly 50 % of the launal density which was
established on the vegetation. This means that, under the existing environmental con-
ditions, either the excelsior was not as good a substratum for the animais as the vegetation,
or those animals living in the boxes did not have as large a supply of food. Further ex-
periments with the same substratal material in Lago Calado revealed that the abundance
of fauna on the excelsior depends primarily on the amount of edible material (detritus
and phytoplankton) carried into the boxes by the current, and probably to a lesser extent
on the growth of microbes on this substratum, as well (see substratum experiment in
Lago calado, p. 49 ff .).In consideration of this fact, it may be assumed that when the
excelsior was sampled, the available food (i.e., phytoplankton and organic detritus) was
less there than in the vegetation. The relationship between phytoplankton production,
current and amount of inorganic suspended solids has already been discussed.
Besides illustrating the importance of currents to the fauna, this experiment also shows
that the floating vegetation in flowing whitewater serves the animals both as substratum
and as a fundamentally important factor in thejr rood supply.
3. Lago Calado
Description of the biotope:
Lago calado, a typical vá:rzea lake,lies about 10 km below Manacapurú on the left bank
of the Solirnões (fig.2). The lake basin is divided into various bays. A tributary rivulet
drains the terra firme and adds electrolyte-poor water. A connection with the Solimões
persists, even at low water ievels. At those times, most of the bottom of the lake dries
up. Only in the center is there a shallow pool of residual water which is very turbid (trans-
parency about 20 cm) as a result of wind induced tu¡bulence. No stands of floating vege-
tation are present then. As water levels rise, the residual water is pushed back and diluted
to some extent by inflowirig water from the Solirnões.Simultaneously, the onset of the
rainy season causes increased runoff fromthe terra finne into the lake. As a result, the
chemistry of the water changes considerably from the junction between lake and river
back up into distant inlets. The differences develop to different extents from year to
year, since they are very sensitive to the rate of rise of the Solimões and to local pre-
cipitation conditions.
Station 1 - Upp.r end of the lake
Station 1 lay in a deeply indented inlet, well protected from the wind. At low water, the
exposed bottom of the innermost part of this inlet was covered with stands of vegeta-
tion several hundred meters in extent, mainly composed or Echinochloo polys¡sç¡yq
and Paspalum fasciculatum. Scattered patches of the te¡restrial form of Pøspalum re-
pens occurred in the outer part of the inlet. The entire area was drained b1,a small
rivulet arising in the te¡¡a finne. Part of the exposed lake bottom was planted with
jute (Corchorus capsularisl during low water levels. As the water rose, a distinct
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zonation olthe vegetation was lonlt'd. TIie outer cdge. which extended farthest into
the lake, consisted of a flourisliing belt ol Or¡'za peretrrtis. niixed wiLh Patticum clúoro-
ilrum.Behind this was a band olP¿spalunt repetts. while the entire upper portion of
the inlet was covered with Ecltittochloa poll'stacltva and Paspalunt Íast'iculatunt. At
higlrer water levels, Panicum chlorotìatm, Paspalum Jasciculatum and Or.t'za perottris
disappeared. In February, there was a heavlø bloorn ollzolla spet'.and Sølt'ittia auri'
culata. Beginning in Marcli. Neptunia oleracea appealed in sortlervhat greater abutldance
For a long time, the PaspølLtm repetts sfand rernained relatively sparse. so tllat a distinc-
tion between marginal and cei,tral zones on the basis ol their biotLìpic cltâracteristics
was impossible until July.
Physicai-chemical investigations :
The color of the water in this part of the lake was at llo tinre influenced by irtf'luxes ol
sediment-rich whitewater. The water was transparent. and at the beginning of' tlir' ¡'ear.
had a deep reddish-brown color. During the following utonths it graded over irllo ()live
or brownish. Also, transparency itrcreased to rtlore tharl I Ill (fìg. I I ). The verl' lo*
transparency of 40 cm in Decernber was due less to the intluence of the rivtrlet florv-
ing from the terra firnie than to high levels olhunric rlraterials. dissoived by the ris-
ing water from organic matter tllat had deconrposed during the dri' seasolì.
Dry period
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Fig.11: Logo Colodo (upper end of the loke) Visrbrlrty rn the course of the yeor
Conductivities reached a lnaxinrum in Decenrber as a result of the actiolt of the 'shorc'
lactor' (fig. ll). In January. tltey decreased steeply (dilution rvith c'lectrolvte-poor \\'lìt!'r
lronr the terra firnre). then began to rise again slorvly until June. The lattel itrctt'rtsr'tlllr
be traced to a weak influence of 'seclinrented'Solirnões lvatcr. lrì lqô8. this r'\clìi.ìrrsL'ol'
water was not nearlv so exterìsive as in the preceding l'c'ar. ltt Jtllr'. tht'iltllur'rtct's l'ttrltl
the terra tìrnle were able to rc-assert dorlrínance. lbr rvater lc'vels had llrr'tdv ir.-gttll to
recede. Conductivities then rertrained very low until the inlet drir'tl up. \'lluc's tripH.
which lay between 5.4 and 6.4 during the 1968 irtvestigative pr'riod. tlso d!'cr!'ûscd ùr)tì-












Fig.12: Logo Colodo (upper end of the loke): pH- volue ond etectricol conductivity
in the course of the yeor
In September 1968, dissolved oxygen levels were significantly higher at sunset than at sun-
rise in the open water, because of the assimilatory activities of the phytoolankton. Deeper
than 150 cm, oxygen concentrations remained low and varied iittle (fig. 13 a). In the band
of Paspølum repens, a distinct horizontal stratification of dissolved oxygen was established.
This was because of the structure of the stand, and may be considered characteristic for all such
stands of plants (fig. l3 a). Values were highest in the uppermost layers, then dropped imme-
diately to a minimum, fìnally rising again to form a secondary maximum. The secondary maxi
mum was rather weakly formed in this case. The first maximum lies in the euphotic zone and
is predominantly due to the photosynthetic activity of the algae there. The secondary maxi-
mum arises through horizontal exchange between the open water beyond the vegetation and
the water beneath the cover ofplants. Beneath the densest parts ofthe vegetation, exchange
ofwate¡ is poorest, the influence ofthe two oxygenating factors is weakest, and oxygen con-
sumption is greatest. Depending on the density of growth in the stands, the minimum oxygen
concentration can occur at varying depths, e. g., aL 10 or at 30 cm. The weakly formed second-
ary maximum ends at a depth of I m in this case;at that level, the oxygen concentrations
are equal to those in open water at night. Since it may be assumed that the water mass be-
neath the plant cover is largely sheltered from weak turbulence, this fact ieads to the deduc-
tion that a rather stable stratification of the entire water mass in this inlet existed at the time
of measu¡ement. Furthermore, it is evident that extensive oxygen depletion can occur under
the grassy cover, especially when calm weather or the morphology of the lake prevents adequate
ho¡izontal exchange with the surrounding, oxygenated water (see p.8l).
the difference in temperature of the water between the surface and a depth of 150 cm was
still 3.0o C at 17:30 h. Table 8 shows that this stratification was first established in the day-
time, reached a maximum as the sun's rays penetrated most strongly in the early afternoon
(34.5oC surface temperature!), then largely disappeared again during the night. The sharp-
ness of the stratification depends on the weather, and can be entirely prevented by wind
action. BRAUN (1952) obtained the same results in his investigations of the lakes along the
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lower reaches of the Rio Tapajós.He found a temperature difference of l.7oC in the region
of the thermocline. RUTTNER (1931) similarly determined that a temperature interval of
l.25oc existed in the region of the thermocline in 5 - 10 m depths in Ranu Lamongan, a
crater lake on Java. In calm weather, the average temperature difference in the inlet between
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The particularly high temperatures and temperature differences in this inlet of Lago Calado
were due to the wind-sheltered location and a strip of floating vegetation about 5 - 20 m
wide which protected the inlet against waves from the lake.
Within the stand, the surface temperature rose as high as 40oC, for circulation of the wa-
ter was hindered by the mesh of plant tissues (Table 8). such a high temperature still
would not have occurred, however, if the stand had not been in a:senescent condition, in
which shading of the water by leaves and sprouts was severely reduced. RUTTNER (193 l)
reports a maximum water surface temperature of 39.7oC for a dense, partly submerged
stand of Hydrilla in Ranu Lamongan.
The faunal community:
Figures for total abundance are marked by the occasionally high faunal densities. After
a slow increase which began in December, one maximum was reached in April, then a
second in July (fig. 14 a). When abundance is broken down into faunal groups, it be-
comes evident that these maxima are mainly caused by fluctuations in the most numer-
ous group, the Cladocera (fig. I a e). Copepoda had high numbers of individuals in April
and July, also. Ostracoda, in contrast, showed no maximum in April, but did have one in
June and July. Conchostraca were present throughout the year, attained a srnall maximum










T a b 1 e 8 : Temperature lÌuctuationsin the course of a day ( 6.9.1968,
Lago Calado).
Depth Time Open water Margin of the Within the
Stand Stand
Fig. 14 a - i: The aquatic launa in the floating vegetation of Lago Calado (upper
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still present just bclorc the plants were stranded by sinking water levcls. The pattern of
abundance for lnsecta was agaiu nrainly duc to the most abundant group, the Diptera.
Tlicsc. too, showed maxirna in April and July. but had still anothcr before the inlet dricd
up. Trichoptera were nlost numeror.rs in July. but Ephemeroptera rlever developed a dis-
tinct nraximum abundance (iig. 14, c - i).
Ifthe total abundance in the peripheral zone is cornpared with that ofthe central zone
of the stand. it is evident that the fauna as a whole was about equally nulllerous or slightly
less so in the central zone. Tlìe sanle was true lor the separate tara. with the exceptions
of the Trichoptera and the Ephemeroptera. For these, there was generalli, a decided de-
crease in abundance from the periphery toward the center of the stands. The one instance
in which this did not hold true was a sarnple taken in July, i968:Ephemeroptera were
more abundant in the center. In this case. a srlall (about I m-) open surface of water
occurred in the stand near the location of the sample. and these ariir"nals may have been
more abundant around its edges.
It was clear, llloreover. that replicate samples frorn Lago Calado. too varied substantially
ùr total abundance and faunal composition. For cxanrple, lhe tliree samplcs taken at l0 m
intervals in April sl'row quantitatively and qr"ralitatively dilfere nt populations of Cladocera
in each case.ln two sanrples. the dominant form was a spe-cies of the family Daphniidac.
while Chydoridae was the nrost abundantly rcprcsented laniily in the third one.
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As on the Costa do Baixio, no decisive dependence of abundance on the root mass could
be found in Lago Calado. Only when. the root mass was very small was there ever a distinct-
1y related decrease in numbers of animals. Rather, it should be stressed that even such a
small area as that ìncluded in a sample is strongly influenced by factors whose significance
and variety are as yet unknown. Examples of such locally-acting factors are incident radia-
tion, relationship to the immediate surroundings, age and distrillution of the substratum,
algal biomass, aggregations of aninrals etc. The quantity of roots would seem to become
limiting only in exceptional cases.
In view of this faunal heterogeneity, the reality of the previousiy described maxima and mi-
nima may appear doubtful. However, the patterns have been substantiated by experiments
with artificial substrata, as will be shown in the following section.
The samples from June and September, 1967 show that abundances were also high in the
preceding year. It is of particuÌar interest that total abundance was still very high just be-
fore the plants were stranded. When faunal groups were tallied separately, it was determined
that in both years Cladocera, Copepoda and Ostracoda decreased, but Diptera increased, near
the end of the year. More detailed discussion of these findings will follow a description of
the other investigations in Lago Calado.
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Total biomass had basically the same pattern of maxima in April and July as that for total
abundance, but the July maximum was not so ma¡ked in this case (fig. 14 b). In addition,
the January sample had a relatively high dry weight in relation to the number of animals,
because of the high proportion of Mollusca. Diptera regularly constituted a signifìcant
fraction of the weights shown. The maximum dry weight for this group was 1.82 glmL
(October 1968). This is equivalent to a wet weight of about 13 glmz. Herc again, the aver-
age weight of the pre-sorted, larger animals must be added to the figures for dry weight.
This weight was 2.22 gl).
The corrected total biomass at this station varied betwee n 2.9 and 6.1 g dry weight p", 
^2.This corresponds to a wet weight of about 14 -30 g/m'when the contribution of Mollusca
is calculated separately.
Expériments with excelsior as a substratum
The importance of the floating vegetation for the aquatic fauna was tested here, as on the
Costa do Baixio, by means of wire boxes 40 cm on a side with mesh openings of 1 .5 x 2 cm
These were filled with 150 g of excelsior each (photo 3) and set out near the stand oî Pas-
palum repens. Excelsior, (wood shavings) was chosen because on one hand, it is a natural
substratum, while on the other, its inherent food value for the investigated groups is negli-
gible. The boxes were left out for one rnonth, at the end of which there was no macîo-
scopic evidence of any significant alteration of the material.
Photo 3 : Experimental set up near the Paspølum repens stand in Lago Calado.
Light and dark boxes with excelsior as substratum.
l) See p. 19 f. for derivation of this value.
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This experimental approach was assumed to provide the same environmental conditions of
light, temperature, turbulençe, oxygen concentration, available food etc. which occur in
the peripheral zone of the floatingvegetation. After one month, a large amount of volumi-
nous, reddish-brown detritus, which was similar to that in the surrounding root masses, had
collected in the interstices of the excelsior. This detritus contained 58%volatile solids. The
residue consisted of diatom tests and Fe(OH)3 precipitate. Moreover, large quantities of
Chlorophyceae were found inside the boxes. -
Faunal abundances were very great (fìg. l5 a). The pattern illustrated by the histogram con-
fìrmed the reality of the April and July maxima seen in samples from the floating vegeta,
tion. We are confident, therefore, that these were genuine fluctuations of faunal abundances
in this part of the inlet, and not merely artifacts due to the natural, small-scale variations in
abundance described above.
Separate consideration of the abundances of each of the major taxonomic groups also con-
firms the results of the sampling studies in the floating vegetation. Again, the Ephemerop-
tera were irregular in abundance, but showed a distinct maximum in July on the excelsior,
as they did on the roots (fig. 15, e - h).
One to three larger fishes (Cichtasoma severum HECKEL, C. festivum HECKEL, and
C. bimaculaturz LINNE I Family Cichlidae ]and snails (Ampullørius spec.lFarnúy
Pilidae ], were regularly found inside the boxes. These had penetrated the wire meshes,
then grown so large that they were unable to get out.
The first faunal maximum, in April, is not so clearly expressed in the graph of biomass
1tìg. l5 b), since it was mainly due to the Cladocera. Individuals in this group contrib-
uted much less to the total biomass than specimens of the conchostraca, which were
extremely abundant at the time of the second maximum of total abundance in July.
Each experimental box yielded biomass values (excluding the larger animals removed
prior to subsampling) of about 0.2 g dry weight during the faunal minima, and climbed
to about 2 g on the average at the time of the July maximum. on a common basis
of a square meter, both abundances and biomasses in the excelsior-filled boxes were
as large as, or even greater than those in the floating vegetation during peak periods. It
was especially striking that the proportion of both numbers and biomass of the fauna
which was due to Crustacea in the interstices of the excelsior was considerably higher
than among the roots of the vegetation.
It is demonstrated by this experiment that, at least sometimes, a substratal mate¡ial
which may be considered to have very little nutritional value to the animals can be
densely populated by them. This result also implies that the floating vegetation, in
at least some instances, serves primarily as â substratum for the community and plays
only a subordinate role in its nutrition.
However, it is also conceivable that in these experiments only the close proximity of
the vegetation enabled such a successful faunal development in the boxes, and that
the ecological conditions in the excelsior would have been less advantageous without
the direct or indirect influence of the vegetation. Furthermore, questions arise çoncern-
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Fig. 15a - i: The aquatic fauna in the sample boxes with excelsior as substratum in
Lago Calado (upper end of the lake).
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ing the identity of the primary source of food for the community, and the significance
of the Chlorophyceae, which develop in the boxes under favourable light conditions,
as source of energy for the fauna.
To answer these questions, four identical boxes were set out among submerged bushes
about 150 m from the nearest floating vegetation (photo 4). A ring of submerged bushes
prevented any floating islands from drifting nearer to the boxes than 50 m on any side.
'Iwo of the boxes were shaded with a floating black cover 2 m x 2 m in size to block out
incident light without interfering with circulation of the water around and through the
boxes. Two other boxes shaded in this manner were set out beside the exposed boxes
on the periphery of the floating vegetation (photo 3).
Photo 4 : Experimental set up in flooded várzea forest of Lago Calado.
Light and dark boxes with excelsior as substratum.
In July, the animals in two of the boxes set near the vegetation and two which had been
set away lrom it were examined. One of these boxes from each location had been shaded.
All boxes contained large amounts of voluminous, brown detritus, but the quantity in
the shaded boxes was significantly less. The abundance of animals was not increased by
proximity to the floating vegetation;on the contrary, numbers in the boxes set well away
frorn the lneadow were a little higher than in those near it. The water level then began to
fall, so the remaining two boxes which had been set out among the submerged bushes had
to be removed and examined only two weeks later. They showed similar high faunal
abundances (fig. l5 a - h).
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It is more difficult to evaluate the relative effects of shading versus exposu¡e on faunal
abundances in the boxes, for on one hand, the differences were not consistent in all
four pairs of experimental boxes;and on the other, it is possible that the experimental
procedure had some influence of its own on the biocenoses.
In three cases, the total number of animals was lower in the shaded boxes. It is not possible
to conclude unequivocably from this that threre was less food available in tJre shaded boxes,
as would be expected to result from a reduction in the sessile algae, because different kinds
of animals showed contradictory patterns of response. Copepoda and Conchostraca were
each more abundant in three cases in the shaded boxes, but Cladocera and Ephemeropte-
ra were more numerous in boxes exposed to the light in three of the sets. Ostracoda were
more numerous in the light-exposed substrated material near the meadows, but seemed to
prefer the shaded boxes among the submerged bushes. Only Diptera preferred the lieht-
exposed boxes in all four sets; while the usually rare Trichoptera were consistently more
abundant in the shaded ones.
Several aspects of the experimental approach should be considered as sources of differ-
ences, in addition to environmental factors. First of all, the shading was not complete,
since only that light coming from directly above was excluded. Any other shading arrange-
ment, kowever,would have interfered with circulation of water around the boxes, and
hence colonization-by animais from surrounding biotopes. In thls regard, it is still possible
that colonization by means of eggs laid by Insecta on the surface of the water was hin-
dered by the covers, and this would explain the consistently lower abundances of Diptera
in the shaded boxes. It is further possible that some kinds of animals could be using the
shaded boxes only during the day as a refuge from the sunlight. Other such temporary
utilization of the boxes is also conceivable. For these reasons, a more detailed interpre-
tation of the experimental results will not be attempted.
These experiments nevertheless provide some general evidence for the feeding habitats
of the fauna. The large numbers of sessile forms (especially Conchostraca) show that a
suffìcient source of food was available to these animals in all the boxes. Since excelsior
is essentially valueless as food for the taxa investigated here, the principal source of nu-
trition must have been the brown, voluminous material. It consisted largely of detritus,
phytoplankton and Fe(OH)3. Most of the plants growing on the excelsior were restricted
to the outer surfaces by the shading, and could not have contributed significantly to the
quantity of available food, anyway. Sessile Chlorophyceae were not macroscopically evi-
dent in these boxes, but they were consistently visible in experimental boxes exposed to
the light. Phytoplankton and detritus trapped in the substratum, whether it was excelsior
or roots, from water moved past it by wind or thermal currents seemed to be much more
important as food sources.
As oxygen concentrations show (fig. I 3 b), exchange of water is greatly reduced only a few
meters into the central part of the vegetation. This indicates that the provision of phyto-
plankton to the animals living in this zone was also much less. The relatively small amounts
of detritus trapped among the roots in the inner parts of the stands also support this infer-
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ence. Autochthonous algal production is limited to a layer of water just a few centimete¡s
thick which lies above the inte¡meshed mass of roots and rhizomes. Below this layer, there
is so little light thai algal primary production is virtually eliminated. This deprives the ani-
mals of most of their food base.
Sarnples from*the inner parts of the stands, however, show that high faunal abundances
occur here, too. It must therefore be assumed that the animals present in this zone utilize
the floating vegetation itself, at least partially, as food. Either the dead plant rentains are
eaten directly, or bacteria which are associated with the decomposition of old rhizomes
and leaves serye as an energy source for, e. g., the Cladocera which occur in great abundance
there. In this case, the floating vegetation is both substratum and food for the animals
living on it (DIONI 1967).
From this it can be deduced that faunal fluctuations should be less extreme in the vegeta-
tion than in the experimental boxes. The most probable cause of the observed fluctuations,
which occurred more or less synchronously in almost all the faunal groups, was the fluctu-
ating supply ofphytoplankton and other sources offood. Fauna in the vegetation, however,
can use the plants thentselves as a supplementary food source, and fluctuations in their abun
dance were clearly less.extreme. The broadest fluctuations occurred in the boxes olthe arti-
fìcial substratum, excelsior, because the animals growing in them depended almost entirely
on material from the surrounding water for food.
Anothe¡ train of events also seems to fit in with this explanation of faunal fluctuations.
Oxygen and temperature values in September showed a well-developed stratification of this
part of the lake (see p. 45). Sedimentation of dead plankton into the hypolimnion which
existed at that time may have impoverished the surface layers, and through this, allected
primary production and the fauna.
These problems, however, are beyond consideration in the present studies, for they require
a larger number of samples and more detailed investigations of primary production, species
composition of the fauna and nutritional requirements of individual species for proper stutly
Station2-lake outlet
Physical-chemical investigations :
The second station in this lake lay near its outflow, some 500 m from the connection
with the river. During the period of rising water levels, this area was alternately uncler
the influence of slowly flowing, relatively clear ('decanted') lake water and inflowing
whitewater, which was rich in suspended solids. Reversal of the flow depended on the
rise of the Solimões and local rainfall, and occurred irregularly but rather frequently.
The apparent monthly periodicity of flow ¡eversal indicated by transparency (iig. I 6)
is deceptive in this respect. Changes in the color of the water showed that several could
occur within a few days. The cu¡rent wâs very slow. As at station l, pH decreased to-
wards the end of the year, presumably because of the influence of water draining from
the terra firme. The low conductivities of water flowing out of the lake indicate that
in 1968, the influence of electrolyte-rich water f¡om the Amazon was relatively weak,
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and the chemistry of the lake was strongly dependent on rainwater and t¡ibutaries
lrom the terra firme (fig. 17). The ternperature of the surface watervaried between





Fi9.16: Logo Colodo(loke outlet) Visibility in the course of the yeor


















Total abundances present quite a different pattern from that at station I (fig. 18 a). At
this site, the numbers of animals were initially low, then increased steadily until the end.
The one pronounced maximum occurred in September/October, just before the area dried
up. Separate faunal groups showed no greater similarity to station I (fig. 18, c - i). Only
Diptera exhibited some parallel changes at the two stations. Conchostraca were present
for the entire period, and in large numbers from March on. The maximum for each of the
faunal groups fell in September or October.
Biomass showed about the same pattern as abundance (fìg. 18 b). The proportion of dry
weight due to Diptera was less than in the inlet, but these and Mollusca were again the
most important groups. The minimum weight at the beginning of the yeaL, including the
averaged weight of the larger, pre-sorted animals (2.22 gl) ¡)Nas about 2.5 glm2, and the
fnaximum was about 5.5 glm2. These correspond to wet weights of about 12 and 28 glm2,
respectively, when the molluscan portion is calculated separately.
At the inlet station in Lago Calado, only Diptera and Conchostraca showed any increase
in abunCance near the end ofthe year, while al1 other groups decreased. At the station
near the outlet, the abundances of all groups continued to increase until the stand drie¡l
up. Thus, the decline in numbers of individuals in the inlet cânnot be assumed to indicate
an adaptation of the fauna to the periodical dry season. Rather, the most obvious expla-
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Fig. l8a - i: The aquatic fauna in the floating vegetation of Lago Calado
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The relatively low faunal densities in the outlet area were caused by the influence of
whitewater from the Solimões, which continued to flow in until May. It had no effect
on the remote inlet, and the fauna-iherefore reached a maximum as early as April. After
June, the water level began to fall gradually. The whitewater effect ceased and abundance
slowly increased near the lake outlet. Toward the end of the year, a very stable stratifica-
tion developed back in the inlet in Lago Caiado, because of its protection from the wind.
Temperature and oxygen data provide ample evidence of this. The stratification apparer.rt-
iy ied to an impoverishment of the surface layers when dead phytoplankton sank into
the temporary hypolimnion and its remineralization products were retained ihere. Pre-
sumably, this was followed by a decline in phytoplankton production and with it, the
food supply of the animals. The net effect was a reduction in faunal abundance. Abun-
dances of animals were especialiy affected in the excelsior, for phytoplanktonic produc-
tion was practically the only source of energy in that substratum.
Such stratification could not develop near the lake's outlet, for a weak current was main-
tained after September as water levels deciined. This current continually added fresh phyto-
plankton and detritus to that among the roots, so the food base there increased steadily.
The result was continual growth of the faunal community until the stand dried up. This
explanation is supported by the results of studies in Lago Manacapurú, where a similar
mechanism was much more clearly at work (see p. 64 ff.).
In summary, the following points about the fauna of the floating vegetation rn Lago
Calado have been established:
The floating stands which develop as water levels rise are immediately colonized by
aquatic animals. These animals reproduce rapidly. In spite of this multiplication, the
numbers of individuals p", 
^2 were relatively low at first due to the explosive growth
of the vegetation in the early months. Variability in abundance and species composition
within a small area was very great. This situation probablv resulted from muitipie factors.
including incident light, structure of the local surroundings, dìstribution and density of
the substratum, aggregations of animals etc. No ciear dependence of abundance on the
amount of roots p", m2 could be found. Only in very sparse root mats did the fauna ob-
viously decrease. No general factor could be isolated which exerted a fundamental effect
on the fauna throughout the lake, as current and concentration ofsuspended solids do.
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for example, in the white¡vater biotope. Thus it was possible for the aquatic fauna to de-
velop differently in different parts of the same lake. Oxygen concentrations in the central
zone of the Paspalum repens stands were much lower than in the peripheral zone. Yet this
difference seemed to have no great effect on total abundance, perhaps because the fauna
in the narrow layer which was lowest in oxygen could escape this extreme condition by
moving upwards or downwards into better oxygenated layers.
The average number of individuals p", 
^2 over all samples from the peripheral 
zone was
slightly higher than that for all samples from the central zones of the stands. Because of
large local variations among single samples, the opposite trend of abundance could have
existed. Trichoptera and Ephemeropteta exhibited defìnite decreases in abundance from
the periphery inwards. Conchostraca were regularly present in both zones of the stands,
sometimes in very large numbers. Mean total abundance was higher than in those biotopes
which were predominantly influenced by flowing whitewater. The same was true for total
biomass. Insecta accounted for a significantly larger fraction of the total dry weight than
the Crustacea in the stands which were investigated. Tn the experiments with excelsior as
a substratal material, however, Crustacea were dominant. On the margins of the stands,
phytoplankton which was carried into root masses by the turbulence of the water was
very important to the fauna, as the experiments with excelsior showed. In this zone, the
floating vegetation mainly filled the role of substratum for the community. In the inner
parts of the stands, the detritus which fell from the vegetation itself was presumably the
main sou¡ce of food, whether directly as particulate organic matter or indirectly through
the bacteria and other microbiota it supported.
The different sections of the lake exhibited large quantitative fluctuations in individual
species and total abundances independent of one another. The causal factors of the fluc-
tuations could not be precisely determined. Variations in the water chemistry of the lake
probably played an especially important role1) 6y its influence on the phytoplankton, and
hence the food supply of the animals.
4.Lago Manacapurú
Description of the biotope:
l,ago Manacapurú empties into the Solimões about 80 km above its junction with the Rio
Negro near the town of Manacapurú. It is the core of a large system of lakes with many is-
lands which develops during high water levels and extend far back into the terra firme. A
large influx of water is carried by the Rio Manacapurú from the terra firme, so most of
the lakes are blackwater lakes (see fig 2,p.22). There is normally a flow out of the lake
into the Solimões throughout the year. This lake system may therefore be viewed partially
as the drowned valley of the Rio Manacapurú. Whitewater from the Solimões, however,
1) CBSSNBR (1955) pointed out that differences in surface temperatures lead to a mosaic




penetrates into this lake system by way of Lago Cabaliana, upstream of the normal outlet.
The extent to which this whitewater mixes with the blackwater in the lakes depends on
hydrographic conditions at the time of its penetration. Penetration of whitewater behind
the leveé enables avárzea-type vegetation to exist there.
The sampling station was 3 km from the outlet near a low, shrub-covered island which was
flooded during high water levels. A stand of Paspaluru repens with some Echinochloa poly-
støchya several hectares in extent developed in the crowns of the shrubs as water ievels
rose. At maximum water ieve1, large portions of the stands not anchored firmly to the sub-
merged bushes were carried off by the current. In November and December, the station was
dry land, inhabited by terrestrial grasses. These we¡e drowned by the rising waters, and accu-
mulated in rotting masses in locations protected from the currents and among the branches
of the bushes.
Physical-chemical investigations :
In this section of the lake there was a continuous, outward flow to the Solirnões, inter-
rupted only briefly at the early stages of rising water levels. After the first three months,
the water became brown or deep, reddish brown in coior, and the transparency was not
influenced by whitewater after March (fig. 19). The high conductivities in December and
January are attributable to both the influence of the invading, electrolyte-rich whitewater
and to the "shore factor". Thereafter, influence of the electrolyte-poor, acidic black-
water from the Lago Manacapurú became increasingly strong, as evidenced by rapidly
.declining conductivity and pH (fig. 20). At rnaximum high water in April and May, conduc-
tivity had dropped below l0 g526, and pH to 5.3. These values are essentially the same as
for pure blackwater, ev,cept for the slightiy higher pH. As the waters receded, electrolyte-
rich water drair.ring from Lago Cabaliana sometilnes replaced the blackwater of l.ago Manaca-
purú. Conductivities and pH's increasecl, but very irregularly, because water levels in the
Solimões receded irregularly. The water levels in the river controlled the relative influence
of the two water masses in the lake. Decliningvalues in July illustrate this irregularity, but
such reversals must have occurred more often than the monthly measurements show. The
electrolyte-rich water, in this case, carried no suspendecl solids and did not differ much in
color, so that only pH and conductivity gave evidence of its physical-chemical i¡flue¡ce.
Its biological effects will be discussed below. A similar pattern of changes between May
and August of 1961 shows tl'rat they recur annually with only minor variations. This occa-
sional influence of water richer in electrolytes is clearly sufficient to substain a healthy
stand of Pøspalum repens and Echinochloa polystachya, as well as Pistia, Eichhornia, Sal-
vittia, Marsilia etc. Slow currents have a favorable effect on the stands in that they maintain
circulation of the water into the central zones. Even at the end of the vegetative period,
when the vegetation in standing waters of other lakes is showing clear signs of senescence,
only the barest indications of impending changes, such as rotting, forrnation ol thinner,
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Fig.20: Logo Monocopurú: pH-volue ond electricol conductivity in the course
of the yeor
Continual lnovelÌlent ol the water nraintained very favorable oxygen conditions through
the entire stand ofPøspalum repens. In open water, oxygen concentrations decreased grad-
trally with increasing depth, but within the star.rds, there was a marked minimum at about
10 cm (fig. 2l). ln general, oxygen conditions were similar to tl'rose on Lago Calado, but
move merlt of the watcr in this stand interfered with any strong development of the mini-












I Fig.22 a - i: The aquatic fauna in the floating vegetation of Lago Manacapurú
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o'nlJ lJ6 q IThe faunal community:
Total abundances in 1968 showed a small maximum just at the beginning of faunal develop-
ment (fig. 22 a). Abundances vr'ere very low for the next five months. In June, they began
to increase toward the prirnary maximum of 593 800 individuals per m2 in september.
Just before the biotope dried up, numbers dec¡eased again. All Crustacea combined and
the Diptera, which were the most important groups numerically, reached absolute maxi-
ma at the time of the maximum total abundance. Only Copepoda and Cladocera joined
Diptera to produce the initial maximum. Conchostraca first began to appear sporadically
in January. As at the other stations, Ephemeroptera and Trichoptera had patterns of de-.
velopment very different frorn the fauna as a whole. Abundances were roughly the same
on the periphery and in the inner portion of the stands. Ostracoda increased considerably
toward the center of the stand, but Ephemeroptera and Trichoptera were much less numer-
ous in the inner portions. Copepoda generally showed a similar decrease from the periphery
inwards Grg.22 c -Ð.
The small, early maximum abundance at the beginning of faunal development in Decem-
ber does not appear in the curve for total biomass (fig.22 b). Otherwise, the biomass curve
runs parallel to the abundance curve. An exception occurred in the June, 1968 sample from
the peripheral zone, for which the dry weight was unusually high for the numbers of ani-
mals found. This was because Mollusca constituted 85 % of the biomass. This sample cannot
be considered representative of the state of the community at that time.
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Total biomass, including the average weight of larger animals (2.22 Ðl), fluctuated between
2.5 and 3.7 gdry weight pe, tr-t2, then increased to 11 .6 gl^2 in September. With separate
calculation of the molluscan contribution, this is equivalent to a wet weight2) of about
12 - 19 g/m2 through May, and 62 glm2 during the September maximum. The biomass
of Diptera rose as high as 6 g dry weighllm2 (approxirnately 36 gwet weight)!
In contrast, the maximum of the preceding year (736 500 individuals p., 
-21 was com-
posed mainly of Copepoda. The greatest abundance of that group was 636 000 p., *2.
This abundance produced a dry weight of 3.63 g/m2 (about 25 gwetweight)l As fa¡ as
we can determine, these are the highest abundances ever reported from tropical inland water!
We offer the following explanation for the observed fluctuations in faunal abundance.
As the water level rose, te¡restrial grasses which had taken hold on the beaches during the
dry season were drowned. they gradually produced large floating masses of rotting organic
matter in places protected from the wind and current, and mixed with the first growths
of floating vegetation. One sarnple, which was taken in December 1961 from dead plant
matter, shows the early development olthe fauna among these flooded, and later, floating
grasses. Soon however, the remains of these grasses were carried away by the current. Ani-
1) See p. 19 f. for derivation of this value.
2) Se. p. l9 f. for the method of calculating wet weights from dry weights
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mals living Írmong them drifted away or moved over onto the roots of the floating vegeta-
tion. Faunal abundance remained fairly stable during the following months. During these
early months, however, the available habitat itself was increasing rapidly in extent in this
bioiope, as well as in all the others in the study. Thus constant density should not be inter-
preted as a cessation of faunal development.
It is clear, nevertheless, that a maximal density was achieved very quickly, and could not
be exceeded at those levels of environmental factors. This density was low relative to other
várzea lakes. A pattern parallel to that previously described for whitewater biotopes is re-
cognizable. In these, too, a maximai density supported by the combined effects of current
and amounts of suspended,inorganie solids was quickly attained and sustained. This com-
bination of effects occurred only briefly in Lago Manacapurú. Even though a slight current
was usually present, the Pøspalum repens stand was thick enough to protect ail but the most
peripherally located animals from the danger of being carried away in the drift. There were
no detectable suspended inorganic solids from March on.
A striking correlation existed between abundance and conductivity. In December conduc-
tivity was high, a current sufficient to carry away floating masses of dead grass had not
yet developed and transparency was about 70 cm. It was then that the first small maximum
occurred. In January, the area was completely under the influence of whitewater,
accompanied by increased currents, lower transparency and relatively high conductivity.
Except for briefinterruptions, these conditions persisted at ieast until February. Just as
in Lago Calado, the rate of influx of whitewater depends mostly on the rapidity with
which the water level rises in the Solimões and the amount of runoff from the terra
firme. The causes of occasional increased transparency and reduced currents which
were observed in January were probably the same as those acting irt the mouth region of
L¿go calado. Thus, such fluctuations can occur repeatedly but irregularly.
During the period of whitewater influence, abundance was apparently limited by currents
and amounts of suspended, inorganic solids. The potential effect of these factors is greater
at that time when the stands are young and relatively sparse'
Whitewater influence ceased after March. Still, abundances did not increase. The conduc-
tivity curve shows that, at that time, a strong, steady input of electrolyte-poof, terra
firme water was already under way. This input increased in the following oeriod and
finally suppressed all traces of whitewater influence. Only in July did conductivity, pI{
and other factors indicate a resurgence ofthat influence. A heavy bloom ofCyanophycea
(Microcystis) was observed then near the sampling station in locations which- were protected
from the current. Also during that period, the numbers of individuals p", 
^2 increased con'
siderably. Peak conductivities in August and June were evidence of the effects of whitewater,
but the simultaneously high transparencies show that its load of suspended sollds had been
removed from the water by sedimentation. Most of this water probably came from Lago
Cabaliana, which joins Lago Manacapurú near its outlet (fig. 2, see p. 22). During this period,
a higher concentration of animals, both in number and biomass, was observed at this station









The extremely Iarge numbers which formed this maximum were probably the result of a
very favorable combination of plentiful food, transparencies and weak currents. The slight
current prevented stagnation, which could have led to depletion of the nutrients in tl.re
euphotic layer, and continually renewed the suspended materials and ph¡,tsp1¿nkton among
the root masses. The bloom of blue-green algae in July shows tl'rat autochthonous phyto-
plankton production was possible under these conditions.
The first collections at this station during 1967 conlirm thls explanatio¡r lor tl.re chatrges
in abundance. These samples also show a large increase in nurnbers ol animals shortly after
an increase in conductivily. The effects of the current have already been discussed lor the
case of Lago Calado.
Further evidence for the effects oflow electrolytes and input ofsuspended nraterials on
the fauna comes from the author''s investigations in electrolyte-poor waters ol the Rio
Negro and a rivulet in the terra lirme (JUNK 1969). The same type of wire boxes with
excelsior that was set out in Lago Calado was used as an artificial substratum. In those
studies, too, total abundances were relatively low in comparison to tl're várzea lakes,
which are richer in electroÌytes. Faunal densities were significantly greater, Itowever,
where sufficient quantitles of detritus were washed into the excelsior by the current.
It is evident here, as in the earlier case of the Paraná do Xiborena, that briel char.rges in
environmental conditions have little or no detectable influence on total biomass. Those
animals which react most readily to such changes, particularly Cladocera and Copepoda,
generally have little effect on total biomass because of their small size. On the other hand.
such larger and often irregularly occurring forms as the Mollusca have an influence on
total biomass quite out of proportion to their abundance or indicative significance, and
can produce misleading patterns. An example of this can be seen in the June, 1968 sarnple
from tite peripheral zone. A chance aggregation ofMollusca produced an apparent. abso-
lute maximum in dry weight which did not really exist. The proportion of Mollusca in
total numbers, however, was lar less influential, so that these values reflect the existing
conditions much better.
The case of Lago Manacapurú shows that electrolyte concentrations can become lirliting
for the fauna below a certain ievel. This control is obviously n'rerliated through the inter-
action between plant nutrients and phytoplankton production, which in turn determines
the quantity offood available to the fauna. The effects ofdilferent species conrposition
of the phytoplankton, and direct influence of low electrolyte concentrations and pH
vaiues on the abundance and species composition of the launa are special problems
requiring special investigations.
5. Lago do Xibo¡ena
Description of the biotope:
Lago do Xiborena is a long, narrow vârzealake about 15 krn lrom Manaus, which flows
out into the Paraná do Xiborena. To judge from its shape, it must have been formed
from an earlier bed of the Paraná do Xiborena after it changed course. As long as any
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water remains in the canal, the iake retains a narrow connection with it. In 1967, this
connection lay dry during October ar.rd November. The lake dried up except for a small
pool about 300 m x 30 m in area, with a maximum depth of only 1.5 m. Beneath this pool
was a thick layer of partly biackish, rotten-smelling mud. The wind stirred materials in-
to the water during this period such that transparencies were leduced to only 30 - 40
cm (fig. 23). Much of the floating vegetation dried up, but there were a few floating
stands left in the pool at its lowest water level. These were mostly Paspalum repens.
Echinochloa polystachya was barely represented, for this grass had been harvested by
the people living around the lake as cattle forage during high water levels wherever
the cattle had not already eaten it away.
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Fig.23: Logo do Xiboreno: Visibility in ihe course of the yeor
Hstia reproduced rapidly during the months from October to Decernber. As soon as a
connection with the Rio Negro was re-established via the Paraná do Xiborena, most of
the sparse stands of this species were washed out. In February and March Azolla and
Salvinia began a rapid development. Other floating plants characteristic of varzea also
began reproducing at this time, but less vigorously, including Eichhornia, Reussia,
Neptunia, Limnobium, Ceratopteris, etc. Near the outlet of the lake, Victoria regia
appeared. In April, the wate¡ levels were rising so fast that whitewater flooded over the
leveé ofthe canal through the forest and into the lake. Currents with speeds between
5 and 20 cm/sec flowed through the full length of the lake. At that time. the lake still
had large stands of Pøspalum repens, but these were mostly carried away as water con-






carried its load of suspended solids into the upper section of the lake, as can be seen
in the rapidly increasing transparencies.
Physical - chemical investigations :
From October until January, pH's remained near neutrality. From February through
September, they varied between 6.3 anð 6.6 under the increased influence of fresh
whitewater (fig. 2Ð. Conductivities underwent a pattern of change which was unusual
for the Amazonian region. Normally, conductivities in this area increase to a maximum
of about 80 ¡,tS2g. In Lago do Xiborena, however, values in excess of 300 uS26 were
measured from October until December. In this small, enclosed, shallow body of water,
it appears that iarge amounts of organic mud and continual stirring can produce high
conductivities as a result of remineralization processes. A simple experiment, although
it was actuaily intended to detect the presence of dormant stages of aquatic animals,
confirmed this hypothesis. Dried organic material derived from the floating vegetation
in Lago Calado was placed in a llask of water from the Solimões river. The flask was
stoppered with cotton and aerated for four months. By the end of that time, the con-
ductivity of the water in this vessel had risen to 326 ¡.¿SZO. A control flask with pure
Solimões water underwent a much smaller increase, to 83 ¡lS2g. Both vessels lost
about 20 % of the volume of water to evaporation.
pH -- Electricol conductivity
---.--- pH
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As soon as a connection between lake and canal was re-established, dilution and exchange
of water lowered the conductivity to normal levels, and there was no further increase un-
til the end of the year during low water levels. The influence of these processes in the
Paraná do Xiborena has already been discussed. This case clearly shows that consider-
able amounts of gyttjas, or organic muds, can be found even in some of the polymictic
várzea lakes of the Amazonian region. They are formed in spite of the greater speed of
remineralization processes at higher ambient temperatures. When water levels are low,
the regeneration of electrolytes from the mud has a pronounced effect on the conductiv-
ity of the water. An additional factor, which we shall call the 'sediment factor', oper-
ates similarly to the'shore factor' \nvârzealakes to increase electrolyte concentrationl).
The conditions which must exìst for these factors to be effective are different, however.
The 'shore factor', to follow BRAUN's (1952) definition, depends on rising water 1evels.
It operates as the area of a body of water is enlarged. The electrolytes which enrich the
water come from newly flooded shore areas, i.e., from soils which were not previously
covered with water (McLACHLAN 1971). The 'shore factor'acts in opposition to a
'dilution factor', which is relatively less effective initially. In contrast, the 'sediment
flactor' li¡st operates when water leveÌs have fallen. Thus it is not opposed by the
'dilution factor'. Rather, the volume of water covering the decomposing mud
decreases and the effect of this factor becomes stronger. At the same time, the area
of the body of water is decreasing. Enrichment of the water with electroiytes is
effected from the floor of the lake, not its shores.
Of course, the effectiveness of the'sediment factor'ultimately depends on the amount
ol remineralizable substances available in the bottom of the lake. In Lago do Xiborena,
these substances are derived largely from floating vegetation which can cover as much
asl5 % of the surface of the lake for short periods. None of the other investigated lakes
showed conductivity increases of nearly the magnitude which was observed in Lago do
Xiborena.
Oxygen concentrations in the inner portions of Paspalum repens stands were not studied
in this lake, since the consistent results from Lago Calado, Lago Manacapuru and Lago
Parú allowed us to assume that values were similar in Lago do Xiborena.
The faunal community:
Samples of aquatic animals were taken from stations at the upper end of the lake and near
its outlet.
l) Extensiue investigations of the regeneration of nutrients from lake sediments have
already been conducted by several authors in European lakes (OHLE 1938,1964,
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Station I (upper end of the lake)
Total abundances underwent wide fluctuations in the course of a year (fig. 25 a). From
october to January, abundances were very high. After that, they decreasèd sharply,
reached a minimum between May and July. and then increased again beginníng in Au-
gust. with minor exceptions, this pattern was the same for the separate groups: clado-
cera, Ostracoda and Diptera. Conchostraca, Ephemeroptera and Trichoptera had differ-
ent patterns (fig.25 c - i). conchostraca were very rare during the period of minimum
total abundances from May to July, however.
This pattern of abundances was less clearly appareñt in the biornass data (lie. 25 b).
The October-January maximum was less pronounced. An unexpectedly high dry weight
(relative to the number of individuals) occurred in one sarnple in April. In this case, as
for similar deviations at othe¡ stations, the cause was the high proportion ol Mollusca
(67 % of the total weight). If this group is excluded lrom the biomass, a pattern similar
to that for total abundance shows up. The absólute total biomass may be determirred by
adding the mean weight of the larger, presorted animals to the dry weights shown in the
graph. This mean weight was 2.22 gl).
Including that amount, the total biomass at the upper end of Lago do Xiborena during
the period of study fluctuated between 2.8 gand,6.3 g dry weights p., 
-2. Calculation
of wet weights, with a separate conversion factor for Mollusca, yields estimates of 13 -
28 glm2.
lüe must say more about the importance of transparències for the aquatic launa before
we can proceed with our explanation for the observed changes in abundance.
Transparencies were high in September, decreased to the lowest value measured during
the entire period in october, remained very low in December, then reached a small sub-
maximuln in the foilowing months. A second minimum occurred in April, followed by
an increase from July through September (fig.23). The coiircidence of the absolute mini-
mum transparency (30 cm) in October with the extremely high total abundance (300 000
individuals/m2) at first seemed to be in strong contrast with results of our other investi-
gations. At all the other stations, such low transparencies had a negative effect on the
fauna.
What we see here cannot be explained by considering transparency to be an independent
factor, separated from other factors which act with it. Rather, an explanation is to be
sought in the effects on the aquatic fauna of those factors which were responsible for
the low transparencies.
1) See p. 19 f. for calculation ofthis value
10
Fig.25 a - i: The aquatic fauna in the floating vegetation of Lago do Xiborena
(upper end of the lake) in the course of the year.
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ca 1.5 m) and absence of currents. Thus the food suppiy for the fauna was sufficient to
enable development of the observed maximum abundance. This shows that a fundamental
distinction exists between the flowing whitewater of the Solimões and the turbid, stagnant
water of shallow lakes. This distinction has been mentioned above in the case of the Paraná do
Xborena. In the former type of water, the suspended material is almost exclusively in-
organic (GESSNER 1959), but the water in stagnant lakes allows phytoplankton produc-
don and contains organic material in suspension which was stirred up from the bottom.
The effects of the two types of turbidity on the aquatic fauna, as we have shown, are
fundamentally different.
From October until December, the low transparencies in Lago do Xiborena were due
to low water levels.
Beginning in January, the water levels were high enough so that the various sources of
turbulence were no longer adequate to stir up the bottom. Transparencies increased as
suspended material slowly sedimented. By February, the water in the lake had been
diluted or exchanged as can be seen from conductivity values and the animals declined
to only a third of their original density. Even so, the residual abundance of 100 000
p", 
^2 was still 
near the avefage for other várzea lakes, such as Lago Calado.
In April, the water level had risen so high that whitewater from the Paraná do Xiborena,
with its heavy ioad ofsuspended solids, penetrated through the surroundins forest, over
the leveé and into the lake. It flowed through the lake at speeds of 5 - 20 cm/sec. The re-
sulting, second minimum in transparency was therefore of different origin from the first,
and had a very different effect on the fauna. Total abundance decreased to a minimum.
In July, the water levels had already begun to fall, and there was no current. Trans-
parencies increased again to a maximum in September; the animals increased corre-
spondingty. In September, the connection between the lake and the Pannâ do Xiborena
had become very narrow, and conductivities slowly began to rise again. Aithough this
discussion has produced some reasonable inferences about cause and effect among these
processes, final clarification would require a combination of long-term analyses of the
water with parallel, quantitative studies of primary production'1)
Again in the Lago do Xiborena, it was clear that changes in environmental factors are
especially evident in their effects on the abundance of animals which have shorter life-
spans (i.e., mostlY Crustacea).
Station 2 (lake outlet)
The patterns shown by the histograms for total abundance and abundances of the sepa-
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In September , 1967 Lago do Xiborena was stili relatively deeq. The transparency was
130 cm and conductivity had increased to 100 ¡lS2g. Studies iir Lago Manacapurú 1ed to
the conclusion that conductivity was highly correlated with the available nutrients for
phytoplankton. Therefore, the conductivity was relatively favorable for ohytoplankton
production.
In october, conductivities rose above 300 us26, and by implication there must have
been nut¡ients present to favor the growth ol phytoplankton. Despite occasional strati-
fìcation of the water, which could lead to a decrease of up to 1 'C through the upper
water layers in calm weather and strong sunlight, transparency was very low. This was
because ol wind action, feeding activities of fish, etc. in the now very shallow lake, which
hindered the sedimentation ol finer particies from the disturbed bottom. Nevertheless,
membrane filtration of the water revealed large quantities of phytoplankton in spite
of the lorv transparencyl). This may be attributed to the shallowness (maximum depth
l) SCHtr,tllt (1g73) found under these conditions the highest phytoplankton concen-
l) Such ir.rvestigations have been conducted from 1967 to 1969 in the vicinity of Ma-
naus by Dr. G. W. SCHMIDT and have confirmed our data (personal communica-
tion).
trations in the várzea lakes.
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annual cycle of transparencies shows that the small submaximum whích occurred at .
the upper end of the lake was not developed here (fìg. 26). This was due to the slow in-
vasion of whitewater from the Paraná do Xiborena. The speed of the corresponding
current was so slow, however, that no water movement could be detected between Pa-
raná and lake, and the water was practically still at the sampling station. In good weather,
the upper 40 cm were thermally stratified. These conditions aliow us to assume with con-
fìdence that sufficient phytoplankton production was taking place. Therefore, values
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Fig.26: Logo do Xiboreno (loke outlet). Visibrtity in the course of the yeor
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Fig.27 a - i: The aquatic fauna in the floating vegetation of Lago do Xiborena
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stands. Also. this grass often formed large, low hummocks which rose above the water
a¡d intert'ered with oxygen replenishment from the air in the upper few centineters of
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Fig 28o-c: The oxygen content in Leersio hexondro-stond
of Logo dos Possor¡nl$
The volunre of water in the lake was sufficiently great to obscure the effect of the 'sedi-
lllent factor', so in spite of its isolation, the lake never received an increase in conduc-
tivity lrom this source. In fact, the conductivities of 30 -40 pS20 were muchlower than
in tl're Amaz.on. so it must be assurlled that a significant dilution with electrolyte-poor
rainwater had occurred. As the following results wiìl show, however, neithet dilution





6. Lago dos Passarinhos
Description of the biotope:
lago dos Pasarinhos is a small, oval lake on the island of Careiro, about 25 km from
Manaus. It is separated from the Paraná do Careiro by a leveé several hundred meters
wide, and receives fresh whitewater from it for only a short time during extremely high
water levels (fìg. 2, p. 22). Precipitation is sufficient to keep the lake from drying up,
even during the dry season. Although the water level in the lake fluct'¡ates several me-
ters, the depth of the lake is great enough to prevent wind action from stirring up the
bottom and producing high turbidities as it does in Lago Calado and Lago do Xiborena.
A continuous belt of floating vegetation extends all the way around the lake through-
out the year, leaving lree only a narrow strip along the shore. This narrow strip is ad- .
jacent to pastureland, and presumably is produced by cattle, which graze on the float-
ing vegetation. Three zones can be distinguished clearly in this belt ol floating plants.
Nearshore, Leersiahexandro isdominant,partlyasaterrestrialorpalustrialform,and
partly floating. Lakeward of this zone is an almost continuous band of Sctrpus cuben-
sis, and Jhen a narrow strip of Paspalumrepens. The stands are intermixed only on the
periphery and 'secondary colonizer' species are rare or absent. Echinochloa polystachya,
Paspalum fasciculatum, Oryza, Panicum chloroticum and Hymenachne amplexicøttlis
do not occur. This lake belongs to the type olbiotope described in Part I, Chapter V,
which deals withvârzea lakes having relatively small fluctuations in water level (JI-JNK
r e 70).
The investigations we have discussed so far were concerned with the fauna of floating
stands which last only one year. At the end of the year, they decompose rapidly, so
the thickness of the stand is limited to a year's growth. This is not true for Leersia
hexandra and some species of the family Cyperaceae as has already been mentioned
in the species descriptions in Part I. The dead plants decompose mo¡e slowly, and
under certain circumstances, can build thick polsters in combination with living
sprouts over several years. Samples were taken to determine the effect of this greater
thickness on oxygen concentrations in the inner parts of the stands, and how it affects
the aquatic animals.
Physical - chemical investigations :
Transparencies in the lake were about 80 - 90 cm. The color of the water was
greenish. Conductivities varied between 30 and 40 ¡rS2g, and pH values were slightly
acid (5.9 - 6.ó).
Oxygen determinations in the inner part of the Leersia hexandra stand yielded a simiiar
pattern to that lound in dense stands of Pasp alum repens'. ñigh oxygen concentrations
at the surface, rapid decrease downwards into the roots, and a slight increase at the
lower margin caused by an influx of oxygenated water from open areas (fig. 28 a - c).
Sometimes, however, oxygen was completely absent from these stands and H2S was
formed, a phenomenon never observed in biotopes described earlier (fìg. 28 b). The
fo¡mation of the latter gas resulted from the much denser structure of the multiannual
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orì the fauna. This irnplies tliat conductivity does not beconre a linriting lactor tbr f'au-
nal abundance in the'floating rneadows'olthe várzea. either tlirectly clr indirectly. un
til it falls below 30 ¡rSrg (see also Lago Manacapurú)
Tlie faunal colnnrunitv :
One sanrple. taken in Noveruber 1967 lroln the narrow band ol ltaspølum reperts shows
that the fauna in this lake was sinrilar to those in the other várzea lakes we investigatecl .
AII the sante faunal groups were represented. Conchostraca. wliich had proverl to be a
cltaracteristic faunal element in várzea lakes, were very abrrndant (Table 9). Faurtal abtrrt-
dances at that time were still higher along the nrargins ol the Leersia hexandra slands
where tllis species bordered operì water (Table 9). This sample was rnarkcd by att ult-
Lrsually high abundance of Ostracoda: 103 500 individuals/rnl in cortrparisotl to
46 800/nrl in the band ot'Pospaltrtn rL'pens. On the other hancl. Clacloccra were Illttclt
rììore nunrcrous anlollg TI'te Paspalunt repetts( I l6 800/nll)than in Ihe Lacrsiu ltc-
xatulra (31 700/ntl). These differences can be attributed to thc greater tìensity of-tlre
Leersia ltexatulra stand at its edge. This favcrrecl the poorer swilriniers.'"vltile the rtlore
open stands ol Paspahrm repetts favored goocl swinlnrers. TIic grcater abundattcc of'tlte
predonrinarrtly sessile Conchostraca on the edge ol'fhe Leersiu lte.tuttdra stand carì âlso
be cotìstrucd as sLrpporting this explanation. although tlie clil'l'ercncc l¡etween densities
at the two locations (6300/nll vs.3300/nrl)carìnot be given great cntpltasis bccausc ol'
tlie local hete'rogeneity in abundance.
In general, abundances were high in this lake. The entrre peripheral region al tlie tinrc
of sarnpling hacl abundances between 160 000 ancl 
-160 000 inclividuals per rnl. Dry
weigirts. inchiding the mean weight of larger attilnals over all santples ol I 2l g, was
bctwr-clr 4.9 and 10.2 g/nrl. Witl'r a separate convcrsion factor for nrolluscs, this is
cquivalent to a wet weight of about 25 - 54 g/m2. These valt¡es lbr abunclance antl bio-
nrass in the perrpheral zone ol tl're vegetation in Lago dos Passarinhos are about twice
as large as those f'rom Lago Calado.
Only a f-ew nreters into the inner part of the Leersia hexandra stand, however, there were
fìrrrdanrental dillerences frorn tl.re previously investigated Paspalum repens stands. Total
abundance dropped off abruptly (fig.29 a). Ephemeroptera, Trichoptera and Conchostraca
were totally absetrt. and all other groups were very sparsely represented (äg. 29 c - i). The
Ostracoda seerrred to be the best adapted to tl're conditions existing in the inner part of
the stand. Althouglt their absolute abundance decreased, the proportion oltotal fauna
which were Ostlacoda increased considerably (Table l0). No larger animals occurred there
even near the surface wl'rere dissolved oxygerì was available, because of'the denseness of'
the plant lllass. Therefore, the bion.rass shown in the figure in this case is the sanle as total
biomass. In the central zone, drv wershts were 0.16 ancl 0.10 gTnrl1ilg. 19 b). Tlie
equivalent wet weights were 1.0 to 1.8 g/ml.
One sample seems to present a cor.rtradiction to these results (fig. lc) a - i). It was takelr
about 30 m into the stand in Septernber 1968. This sarnple not only contained a large
't8
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number of individuals, but Conchostraca were plesent. Oxygen concentrations were
measured very near the site of this sample, however. These measurements revealed several
aspects of the biotopic conditions and provide a clear explanation for this inconsistency
(fig..28 c). Judging from the curve, there was a plentiful supply of dissolved oxygen in the
upper 20 cm of water. This was caused by a local feature of the stand. One area of the
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Fig.29e: Clodocero d fig.29t: Conchostroco Fig.29g: Ephemeroptero Fig.29h: Trichoptero
indicate that such small areas of water are essentially isolated from open water by the
dense mass of plants, and are more strongly influenced by rainwater. This special biotope
olfered favorable living conditions for aquatic animals. In addition, a bloom of
Cyanophyceae occurred, producing a supersaturation of oxygen. Aithough this case is
not characteristic for stands olZeersia hexandra in general, it does show how inten-
sively the aquatic plants and animals utilize any space which provides even a marginally
adequate habitat. This case further supports the viewpoint expressed in the preceding sec-
tion, that line differences in the structure of the vegetation which are very difficult to evalu-
ate quantitatively can have great influence on the character and density of the biotic cotnmu-
nity.
The abrupt decrease in faunal abundance and depletion of oxygen f¡om the water under-
lying the compact mass of plants indicates that such dense stands are at least temporariiy
unsuitable as habitats for fish. In fact, the O2-minirnum for rnany lish species can be reached
and passed by depletion processes under large stands, especiaily in sheltered inlets during
calnt weather{GEISSLER 1969). Native fishermen also report that few fish are caught in
Ihe Leersia hexanclra zone arour.td Lago dos Passarinhos.
7. Other Stations
Additional santples were taken at several otl'rer stations to support the observations re-
portecl above. They will be dealt with briefly in the lollowing section.
Lago Parú
Lago Parír hes near Lago Calado (iig. 2). It is connected to the Solin.roes all year. When
thc sanrples were taken. the ptl was 5.9, conductivity 28.6 ¡.tSrg, trallsparellcy 130 cnl
ancl thc water color was olive.
A well-dcvelopccl stand ol Paspalum repetts and Ecltittochloa pol.;,sttch1,¡t was chosert
as tlic sanrpling sitc. At thc tirlrc ol sarnpling ( I I .8.1968), the stand was showitrg signs
ot'sencsceltce. Near it was a ve rV old 1ìoating island ove r I nt thick. rl.re original vegeta-
tion (l.eersia lrcxattdra aud various species of the lanlily Cyperaceae) was evident only
arouncl the edges. Tlie entire inner region ol the island was populated by 'secortd colo-
nizers'. A nrore detailed description ol tliis island Ilas been given in Part I.
('ornparison of oxygen concentrations clearly shows the diflerence between the two bio-
topes(lig.30,Table ll).The Paspalumrepetts standexhibitedatypical oxygendistri-
bLrtion as described above, but tl're water in the floating island was nearly oxygen'free
lrorn tlie edge inward. The aquatic launa reflected these conditions. The Paspalumre-
pens stancl had a total abunclance ol about 300 000/m2 on the periphery, and about
100 000/rn2 in the interior. Dry weight, including the calculated mean lor larger ani-
nralsof 2.22g,was8.1 glnt?'artheedgeand6.0g/rn2inthecenter.Withseparatecal-
culation of tlte lraction due to Mollusca, these were equivalent to wet weishts of about
42 glm2 at the edge and 32 g/m2 in the center. Conchostraca were abun<lant in all parts
of the stand. Trichoptera and Ephenreroptera were principally restricted to the periph-
8l
Fig.29 a - i: The aquatic fauna in the floating vegetation ol Lago do Passarinhos
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Fig.29i: DiPtero
stand had sunken some l0 or ,10 cm below the surface ol the water and was supported in
this position by surrounding plants. Unlike the rest of'the stand, which was covered by
only a few centinreters olwater at the most, this section was covered by several square
meters of relatively operì water up to 20 cm deep, penetrated only by fresh shoots. Con-
ductivity in this water was only 25.3 !¿S26, and the pH was 6.0. At the same time, the
corresponding values for open water outside the stands were 42.7 ¡iS1g and 6.6. These
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eÍal zorrc, while Ostracoda were more abundant in the inner parts. Total abundance de-
creased by one-third from the periphery toward the center. In general, the faunal commu-
nity was the same as those in the other várzea lakes which were investigated.
T a b I e 1l : Oxygen concentrations in a dense, floating island in Lago Parú,
(1 1. Vrrr. 68).
No samples could be taker.r frorn the island by conventional ntethods because ol its great
thickness and dense consistéricy. San'rples therelore consistecl of plugs I0 x I0 ctn il.l sttr-
face area and solne 80 crrr deep wlriclr were cut lront tlle islarltl wlterc oxygcrì cotìcctìl13-
tio¡s we¡e measured. The ntaterial ol the plug. which had a consistency like loose peat,
was examined for anilnals. Not a single represetrtative of any of tlie faunal groups we
investigated could be found. From this,we conclude that the interior olthe island was
populated very sparsely, ilat all, by these animals (see also tl're results lront Lago Castan-
ho).
Lago Castanho
Lago Castanl.ro is situated on the right bank of the Solin'roes below the town of Mana-
quiri' (fig. 2).
There was a large stand ol Leersia herattdra and several species ol Cyperaceae, which
also includecl 'secondary colonizer' forrrs, in an inlet of tllis lakc. The stand was very
clense and about 40 - 50 cm thick. The outer edge was bordered by a band ol Pospo-
lum repens about 20 m in width, whicl.r showed definite signs of sctiescence on tltc
sarnpling date (13.9.1968). The subrnerged roots on the edge of tlris band hacl bcelt catelt
away allllost con.rplctcly by lishcs, so llo reprcsentativc sanrplc coLrìtl tlc takcn l-ronl thc
pcriplre ral zone. A saruple lronr the inner part ol tltis Paspallttn repetß band gavc thc
lollowing results: total aþunclance 180 000/nil, Cortchostraca present. Eplterrteroptcra
wcre absent and Trichoptera rare. Including the l.ll g lronr the calculatecl tttcatt of'all
larger anintals in the present sturly, tlie average dry weight was 6.1 g7rnl. Tliis is equiva-
lent to a wet weight of about 30g/m2, when a separate conversion factor is usecl lor
Irrolluscs. Thc fauna was about the sante , thcrefbrc, as that occurritrg rn Paspalunt re-
p¿rls stallds ín vá,rzca lakes, which have alrcady becn described.
In contrast, tlte adjacent, dense stand ol Leersia hexattdra. several species ot Clypera-
ceae and 'se coudary cololtizers' was practically devoid ol aninlals. (The sarnpling
ntetl'ìod was the satne as that enrployed lor the island in Lago Parú). lìy reaching
tl'rrougli the santpling hole to the lower side ol the staltd, oue cotrld. leel a thick laye r
of gas bubbles which were trapped by the mass olvegetation. Tllese presuntably coltsti-
tutecl a lorntidable barrier to the aninlals. whiclt rnight otherwise ltavc dispersed into
the root lltass front the open water betreath it. In the central zone ol the stand, H1S
was detected (fig. 3l). Wherever water collectecl in depressions ol tlte floatitrg plant
mat however, we observed Cyanophyceae, chironomids and other lornts (see also La-
go dos Passarinhos).
Lotic region ol the Anlazorl
As we have pointed out irì Part l. thc lrce-flowirrg plrts ol tllc Anlazon arc nol lnre.
corrrplete habitats for flolting vcgcrttiorr. Tlrc plarrts wlriclr occur llìcrc lll origirratetl
under other collditiorrs. eitlrcr rlorrg thc blrrks or irr várzea lakes. Thcir origirral futrrnl
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Fig.30:Oxygen content in o Pospolum repens populotion
in Logo Porú (11.8.1968)
1) Th. irland rose more than 10 cm above the surface of the water in some
places. "0" was the surface of the island.
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the vegetation in which they live passes out into the mainstream, such environmental
factors as current speed and the quantity of suspended inorganic solids begin to exert
adominant influence. Aswe have seen, these factorshave a strongeffect on aquatic
animals.
It ¡emairts to be dctermine d how quickly the fauna changes after its substratum passes out
into thc mainstrcaltt ol the Anlazon. We may presume lrom the strong turbulence alone that
cliangcs arc cffe ctcd in thc original charactcr of the fauna within a short tilne.
T a p a j ó s
The Tapajós is a typical clearwater river. At the tin.re ol sampling, its pH was 6.5 and the con-
dLrctivity was I 1.9 ¡lS1g. The watcr was clear, witl'r a transparency of more than 2 m
ancl a greenisli tint.
'fltc lowe-r rcachcs ol thc Tapajós arc not at all favorable as a biotope for floating vegetation.
Wavc action. which can drivc floating stands or.rto the banks, occurs daily on account olthe
rivcr's grcat width. In sonrc pÌaces, the shorc is covered with a thick layer of driedPaspalum
re¡;eris renrains. Piof. SIOLI (personal conrntunication) reports that aquatic and semi-aquatic
vegctations l'ind a tnrc habitat in the river only in the parts 100 km and more above its mouth
This vegetation boundary corresponds to the lowest extent of tl"re 'sedimentation zone'of
llrc rivcr.
Five sanr¡rles we rc taken in June, 1968 froin floatingvegetation in tl.re mouth area of the
Tajapós. On the riglit bank about 15 krr above Santarém, we came upon an island ofPøs-
pultttrt repetts about 20 x l0 m irr size, caught in the crowns of submerged bushes. The
grass wâs inlested wir.h Diotrea saccharalis (Family Pyralidae), which had done it great
clarnage. More tlian two-thirds olthe r.rppermost shoots liad been destroyed. The island
hacl undoubteclly drilted down from another zone of the river.
Otic rtlorc stancl ol floating vcgctation was discove rcd in a snrall blackwater sevcral kilome-
tcrs tlpstrcanl front this sitc. According to rcsidcnts olthat area, the embayment formed
an isolatccl poncl during thc dry season. Sevcral snrall, sparsc stands coirsisting of a species
near Ecltint¡r'hkta ¡tolys¡qshya, Potttederiu spec. and a species of Cyperaceae were present.
Thesc stands probably developed in the blackwater, rather than having been washed into
it by the rivcr. One sarnple was taken from each stand.
The launal cortruiunity:
Total abLrnclaÌrcc was arouncl 100 000/nl. Conchostraca were present at all san'rpling sites.
One sarrple rvas taken froiu thc central zone ol aI'aspolumrepensstand. Total abundance
was sliglrtly lcss in thc interiol than on the pcriphely of the stand. Epl.remerclptera and
TrichoptcLa we rc rììotc nunle rous on the peLrphery. while Ostracoda preferred the cen-
tral paLt ol the stancl. Tlle rcst of tlle stands werc too snlall to allow differentiation be-
tween ¡rcliphcry ancl ocntcr'.
Thc rcsults can bc intcrprctcd only with gleat caution,lor tl're number olsarnples is too
snlall. and tlrcy r.cprcsent at best only the situation in April. The stands were quite smal1.
Transparency at the sanrpling site was more than 2 rn, ancl there was no detectable
current.l'he root bundles wcre cloggecl with detritus. In spite of tl're low conductivity,







Fig.31:0xygen conient in o dense flooting
islond,rn Loqo Costonho (25.9.1968)
During this study, several samples were taken f rom the peripheral zones of floating is-
lands of Pøspalum repens, ir.rterspersed with Echinochloa polystachya, Pßtia, Eichhornia
etc. As expected, the numbers of animals in the samples were slmilar to those in samples
lrorn the Paraná do Xiborena and the peripheral zones of stands on the Costa do Baixio,
lubitats also exposed to rapidly flowing whitewater. Tctal abundance were relatively low,
between 7000 and 39 000 individuals p.t *2. Except lor a single sample, Conchostraca
were absent. The mean weight of larger animals was calculated separateiy for this biotope.
Inclr"rding that amount (0.208 g), the dry weight varied betwee n 0.32 and 0.92 flm2. rJslng
the separate conversion factor lor n.rolluscs, we arrive at an equivalent wet weight of about
1.6 ' 4.6 glm2.
Samples could not be taken from the central zones of these islands, for continual buffeting
by the current had compacted them into avery dense mat there. Also, large chunks of drift-
wood usually had collected in them. Results from similar habitats indicate that only slightly




of a certain amount of primary production. Thus the biotopic factors which have proven
to exert especially important effects on the fauna in the studies described above, i.e.,
transparency, current, oxygen concentration and available food, are of a similar nature
to those in várzea lakes.
With this background, it seems justifiable to assume that the mean weight of larger ani-
mals for samples from vârzealakes (2.22 glm2¡ can be employed here, too. In fact, the
samples included a large specimen of the genus Ampttllarias (Family Pilidae) and about
100 small specimens of Møcrobrachium (Family Palaemonidae). Under this assumption,
dry weight fluctuated between 3.5 and 4.5 glm2. The corresponding range of wet weights
is about 18 - 23 glm2.fhe s¡mples provide only an initial insight into this lake, however.
Fu¡ther investigations in the true habitat of floating vegetation in Tapajós will be necessary
to dete¡mine wl.rether relationships found in várzea lakes around Manaus are valid for the
Tapajós.
lV. Discussion
1. Subdivision of the'floating meadows'into three charac-
teristic biotopes f or the aquatic f auna
As one reviews the ¡esults from all stations visited during the investigation, the 'floating mead-
ows' appear to fall into three major, fundamentally different biotopes on the basis of their
aquatic faunas.
L) The biotope of flowing whitewaters which are rich in suspended solids ('Whitewater
Tvpe').
This includes all stands in flowing whitewater rich in suspended solids: Paraná do Xibo-
rena, lotic region of the Costa do tsaixio, lotic zone of the Solimões-Amazon.
2.) The biotope in 'sedimented'whitewater, type A (Lago Type A).
This consists of relatively open stands with plentiful dissolved oxygen in the central re-
gion; such stands are usually found in lakes with mainly 'sedimented' whitewater: Lago
Calado, Lago Manacapurú, Lago do Xiborena, shore region of the Costa do Baixio, Lago
dos Passarinhos, Lago Parú, Lago Castanho, and possibly also the Tapajós, a ciearwater
river.
3.) The biotope in 'sedimented'whitewater, type B (Lago Type B).
This consists of thick stands with little or no oxygen and sometimes even containing hy-
drogen sulfide in the central region. These occur in lakes with mainly 'sedimented' white-
water: Lago dos Passarinhos, Lago Parú, Lago Castanho.
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The distinctiveness ofeach ofthese biotopes is expressed in certain factors which both give
it its typical characteristics and circumscribe its distribution. In the foliowing sections, the
ecological bases of the three biotopes will be elaborated from the ¡esults of the investigations
presented above.
a) The'Whitewater Type'
Two factors, current and concentration of suspended solids, characterize the Whitewater
Type. Currents mix the surrounding water continuously and impede stratification. Any
variations which a¡ise are rapidiy suppressed: for example, influx of smail amounts of wa-
ter poorer in electrolytes. Conductivities change only briefly, for the capacity of the masses
of water in the Amazon to withstand dilution is very great. Thus conductivity, pH and
temperature fluctuate within narrow limits.
The heavy load of inorganic solids which is kept in suspension at higher current speeds may
be used by the vegetation as a supplementary source of nutrients, for their root masses
entrap many times their own weight of these solids. The quantity of root tissue formed
by Paspalum repens vnder these conditions is only one-third as great as the quantity formed
by plants in biotopes without this suppiy of suspended materials (JUNK 1970).
Autochthonous stands of floating vegetation normally do not last longer than eight months,
because ofthe large fluctuations in water levels and the associated current action. During low
water levels from October to January, there is usually no autcchthonous floating vege-
tation on the banks of the Amazon. Since there is relatively little time for development,
the fast-growing forms Pdspalum repens and Echinochloø polystachy¿ are most often domi-
nant. Less important are Hymenachne amplexicaulis, Oryza perennis and Panicum chloro-
ticuml). Eichhornia, Pistia, Salvinia etc. occur, but are of no importance, for they do not
form cohesive stands and are therefore easily washed away by the currents. Leersia hexandra
and species of Cyperaceae were not found in this biotope.
The fauna, too, is orimariiy influenced by currents and the large amounts of inorganic
suspended matter. With increasing current speeds, and consequently increasing loads
of suspended solids, faunal abundance decreases. Stronger currents also exert a direct
effect, in that they can wash away non-sessile animals. The large amounts of inorganic
material in relation to organic material suspended in the water hinders the feeding activ-
ities of filter feeders. Probably for these reasons, Conchostraca do not normally occur
in this biotope. In general, the proportion ofCrustacea in the fauna increases, but that
of Insecta decreases, as current speeds decrease.
l) Paspalumfasciculatum normally does not contribute to the structure of the'Whitewater Type',
since it is submerged during high water. This is why it was left off the list, in spite of
its wide distribution in lhe várzea region.
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Faunal abundance increases strongly f¡om the periphery of the stands, inward. only the
numbers of Trichoptera, Ephemeroptera and Hemiptera remain constant through this
transition, or even decrease slightly. Total abundance can be as high as 100 000/m2 in
the central zone under lavorable circumstances, but it is normally around 50 000/m2 or
less. No major fluctuations or changes of any duration in the abundances of different fau-
nal groups were evident. Should any such fluctuations occur, they would probably be ob-
scured to a large deÊree by the effects ofcurrent and suspended solids.l) Variationswhich
were observed within the separate populations were mostlv due to local causes, and had
no significance over the region as a whole.
Like abundance, biomass is dependent on current speed and the amount of inorganic st-rs-
pended matter. Dry weights varied lrom 0.3 glm2 in locations expose<J to the current to
4.2 glm2 in especially well-protected places in the inner parts of the stands. Whe¡ a separate
conversion lactor is used for mollusks, these values are equivalent to a range in wet weights
of I .5 to 20 gln'?.ln the 'whitewater Type' of floating vegetation, animals in the larger
size classes which were picked out prior to the subsampling procedure were rare. There-
lore, the weights of such animals from all stations of this biotopic type were summed and
average<l over the total nunrber of samples. This yielded a mean dry weight of 0.20g glm2
in the whitewater biotope. This amount has been included in the figures stated eariier in
this paragraph.
bt 'Lago Type A'
The combination of factors which determines the structures of the Whitewater Type, current
alid the associated antount ol suspended solids, dici not occur in the várzea lakes. While
sorìre currents (e.g. Lago Manacapurúr) and high turbidities (e.g. Lago do Xiborena at
low water) were observed, the two factors were not interrelated. In the Solimões-Amazon,
high turbidity rcsults lront the current and is dependent on it, but in the lakes, inorganic
turbi<ìity is rtrostly dLre to wind-induced turbulence which stirs up the finer sediments
lionl the bottonl. These are lentic waters, and phytoplankton production is possible even
in tlie presence of high turbidity. Nornrally, however, there is esserrtially no current and the
anlount ol inorganic suspended solids is very low.
Waier in thcsc lakes is diluted over the course olthe year by drainage of eleotrolyte-poor
water fiolll tllc terra lirnte and by rainwater. Electrolyte concentrations and pH can under-
go considcrable annual fluctuations.
'I-lresc 
chartgcs calt be so great as to have striking effects on the launa in the floating vege-
tatioll.'fhis was clearest in l.ago I\'lanacapurú, where conductivity fell below l0 ¡rS2¡ ancl
total abtrnclarìce was iess than 50 000/nrl. However. results from several stations inciuding
l) VAn llEn ( 1965) clescribes an annual cycle for tl.re Ephemeroptera
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the one in Lago dos Passarinhos showed that ncl observable effect oicurred at 30 ¡1526.
Conductivity must obviously be extremely low before it has any such limiting effect, di-
rect or indirect, on general launal abundance.
It should be pointed out, however, that elctrolyte concentrations alone give no indica-
tion of the amount olplant nutrients,which are present. Thevârzea iake does not have
a true hypolimnion because of its shallowness, and remineralization proceeds rapidly at
the high ambient temperatures. Nevertheless, when the weather remains calm and con-
ditions are favorable for longer periods, thermal stratification can be formed. As a result,
considerable quantities of plant nutrients are cut olf from the upper water layers.
MARLIER ( 1965) using his measurements of oxygen concentrations, asserts that com-
plete overturn ol these lakes occurs only at low water. Such temporary depletion effects
the growth of sessile and planktonic algae. Experiments in Lago Calado wìth excelsior,
an artificial substratum, have shown that these, in turn, are of great importance to the
la una.
In flowing rvhitewater, the roots ol Paspalum repens enlrap large amounts of inorganic
solids, but these are not available in the sedimented water of the lakes. Instead. the root
matrix lills mainly with voluminous organic detritus, phytopiankton and Fe(OH):.D.-
velopment ol the roots is about three times as great as.in flowing whitewater (JUNK
1970). The stancls ofplants generally reach a greater age in the lakes where the danger
of lragmentation or of being washed away by the currettt is much less. Because the
root developmellt is greater, these stands arc also rnore dense. Weak'secondary coloni-
zation' by non-floating plants catt begirt.
Wherever the lakes are continuously connected with the main river, water levels under-
go wide annual fluctuations wl.ricl.r decinrate the floating vegetatiott. Iiven so, both P¿s-
palum repens in lentic waters and Echittochloa polystachya can develop signs of senes-
cence before the stands lall dry. This is dLre to a steadilv decreasirtg ratio of the mass of
tissue capable of photosynthesis to the total plant mass. This is expresseci as the ratio of
vegetative tips to total rhizorne rnass. The result is a steep decline in the rate of growth
and, for Paspalum repens , the formation ol thin, hard shoots which grow perpendicular"
ly lrom the internodes ancl build their own root network. Solnetimes, very strong local
decornposition sets in after only cight months, so thatthe stands reach an age of only
one year and a maximum density of about 6 - 8 metric tons of dry weight per hectare.
Decomposition is augnente<t by the high temperatures (sometimes over 40oC) which
are produced by solar radiation in the gnshaded central zones ofolder stands (JUNK
I e70).
Oxygen depletion can occur because exchange of water within the plant mass is restrict-
e<J;but does not proceed to the points of anoxia or hydrogen sulfide forrnation. Still
oxygen tensions can fall low enough beneath a thick plant cover. especially in older
stancls and during calm weather, to become lirniting lor many species of fishes. Under
these conditions. the vegetation can have a detrimental inlluence on the fish crops.
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The number of inclividuals p", *2 is normally much higher in this biotope that the for-
mer one. usually, abundances are between 100 000 and 300 000/ml. Nunrbers of less
than 50 000/m2 occurred, however, during temporarily very low electrolyte concentÍa-
tions in Lago Manacapurú. The highest, over 700 000/m:. also occurred in Lago Ma-
nacapurú. Usually, faunal densities are about tlie sarne in the peripheral and central zones
of the stands, or decrease by about one-third loward llte center. Concltostr¿rca are re-
gularly present in all parts olthe stands, and are olten extrernely abundant. lìpherne-
roptera, Trichoptera and Herrriptera prefer the periplieral zone and are atrsent or rare
in the central portions. IIr contrast. Ostracoda attain highcr densities in the central z-ones
ol the stands
On the whole, there were no strongly dominant and easily gerreralized factors in the
lakes which could compare to current and the anlount of suspended solids in the first
biotope. As a result, considerable fluctuations in launal abundance occurred during the
course of the year which were attributable to local lactors; fbr example, available nu-
trients, biotopic conditions for the adults of aquatic insects, etc. lndeed, these varia-
tions are so locally restricted that considerable diflerences in the abundance and coll-
position of the aquatic fauna could coexist in diflerent parts of the sante lake. Lago
Calado, for instance, had a faunal pattem near its outlet which was very different front
that in its inlet. In Lago Manacapurú,there were enonnous rnaxinra in faunal abundance
iust before the stands fell dry in 196l and 1968. Copepoda were largely responsible for
the Inaxirnum in1961 , and Dipterawere scarcely found at all;but in 1968, the ntaxirnunt
was spread over many faunal groups, and included large numbers of Diptera.
Biomasses varied between 2.5 and I L6 g dry weiglit p., nl2. When Mollusca are calculated
separately with an appropriate coltversior.t factor, an estinratecl equivalent range of l2 - 62 g
wet weight p., n't2 is obtained. The abundance olaninrals in the larger., presorted size class
was tnuclt greater at all statior.rs than in the whitewater biotope. The average weight olthese
aninrals lor all stations in the Lago Type A was used in calculating total biomasses, to avoid
extremes due to chance which did not correspond to natural conditions. This overall mean
was'2.22 g clry weight prr,.,.r2; it has been included in the biomass <lata given above.
hr October 1963, MARLIER ( 1965) determined the faunal biomass in three samples from
floating vegetation in Lago Redondo, avá,rzea lake on Careiro Island near Manaus. He re-
ports the following ligures:
13.904 g dry weight p.r,.,.rl
10.54s g "
1 Q)Á. o
(39.68 g wet weight)
(39.36 c " )
(18.944 c " )
The srnaller', motile forrls were not includcd in this figure. The high dry wcights in the lirst
two saurples, according to MARLIER, were largcly due to a high proportion of mollusca.
His values are of the same general magnitude as ours.
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In summary, it may be said that the Lago Type A biotope is the richest in abundance and
the most productive but it is also the one with the greatest local quantitative and r-ualita-
tive heterogeneity.
c)'Lago Type B'
In these lakes there is no current at all, so there is no danger that the stands will be disrupt-
ed. Thus siower-growing plants such as Leersia hexandra and various floating species ol the
family Cyperaceae can also form larger, continuous mats. Moreover, these plants decompose
more slowly than, lor exampie, Paspalumrepens, and under suitable conditions they can
accumulate into hummocks of several years' growth. The water contellt of the rhizomes of
Leersia hexanrlra is significantly less than in those of Paspalum repetts oÍ Echinochloa poly-
stachya (JUNK 1970). This may be the reason they are less susceptible to decomposition.
Clearly, there is some minimurn quantity of moisture during the dry seasoli which will support
the development ollarger mats of Leersiø hexandro and floating species of Cyperaceae. In
time, such hummocks attain considerable thickness, but Irever become as thick as the true
floating islands. The monospecific nature of these stands leads to an equilibrium between
growth and clecon.rposition after a short time, unlike the stands which are heavily overgrown
with a ntixture ol 'secondary colonizers'. In Lago dos Passarinhos we found a nlaxilnum of
six laye¡s of dead rhizornes and roots in a pure sTandol Leersía hexandra. This is equivalent
to a dry weight ol 25 rletric tolìs per hectare. The system cannot beconte much thicker, for
nothing but the roots holds the horizontally deposited layers together. As soon as the roots
decompose. the lowermost layers drop to the bottonl of the lake in cl'tunks.
A strotrg secondary colonization by non-aeuatic plants has tl.re ellect ol making the floating
¡raterial de¡ser ancl less horrogeneous as leaves and branches collect ott it. Plants with stronger
roots bind the layers together urore eflectivelv, so tliat floating islands over I trr thick and of
a co¡sistency sirnilar to peat can be fon.ned. These islands. to judge from the quantity ol accu-
mulated vegetation, ntust be at least l0 - 30 years old in nrany cases. and can reach much greater
ages (Lago Parúr). Even in the younger and less dense stands, exchaltge olwater with the surround-
ing open areas is severely intpeded. Total anoxia lrequently occurs in the inner portions olsuch
stands, and HtS can be lonned. The older, denser floating islands are totally devoid oldissolved
oxygen, except for a narrow zone arotlt.td the periphery.
I¡ the peripheral zone, launal abundance is about tlie sanìe as in stands of Lago Type A.
Farther inward, nurnbers decrease rapidly irt yotrnger stands. Epherueroptera. Trichoptera
and Conchostraca generally drop out altogether. Although rturttbers olOstracoila also de-
crease strongly, they are the dominant launal group (Lago dos Passarirlhos). In older stands
with ¡rore secondary colonization and denser structurc, abundance is very low only a few
meters (in extrerne cases, only a few decinteters) lrom thé outer edge. It is so low, in fact,
that the central z-ones ol these islands can be considered totallv lacking in aninrals of the
taxa studied here.
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Like numbers of individuals, the biomasses of the faunal groups studied here were also much
less in this biotope. In a pure stand of Leersia hexandra in Lago dos Passarinhos, biomasses
were between 0. 16 and O.29 g dry weight p", 
^2 . 
This is equivalent to a range of wet weights
fronr about 1.0 to I .8 il^2. No larger specimens of the groups Decapoda, Odonata, Mollusca,
etc. compa¡able to those in the other two biotopes were lound. Biomasses of the faunal groups
included in these investigations were zero in the thick floating islands in Lago Parú and Lago
Castanho.
We feel justified in raising these perennial hurnmocks to the rank of a distinct biotope be-
cause they differ not only in degree, but also in kind from the less thick, annual (at the
oldest) stands. Although the two can arise side by side under identical aquatic conditions.
the factors which aflect the launa which develop in them are of fundamentally dif fer-
ent origins. ln the more open annual stands, lactors of the local surroundings exert
a dominant influence on the flora and fauna. Oxygen curves show that exchange of
water in the stands with the surroundings is still relatively free. At this level, the periph-
eral zone ol the perennial stands is quite comparable to the Lago Type A. In the
inner portions of the stands, the importance of factors in the su¡rounding milieu de-
clines markedly. The extremely thick floating islands utilize the lakes mainly as a rne-
dium which keeps them constantly wet. In their central zones, they constitute a system
which has its own set of controliing factors, and is essentially independent in many re-
spects (e. g., dissolved gasses and nutrients) of the surrounding body of water.
The subdivision of floating vegetation into three biotopes as laid fo¡th in the preceding
section is based on major ecological differences. The effects of the distinguishing factors
on the faunal conìmunities have been studied mainly with regard to abundance because,
with the exception of Conchostraca, it has not been f'easible to separate the fauna farther
than to higher taxonomic groups, each with many species. Since even closely related spe-
cies often have very diflerent biotopic requirements, it is very probable that the species
compositions of comnrunities in different biotopes will also be very diffe¡ent. Perhaps more
detailed autecological stuilies ol the fauna will lead to a more highly differentiated sub-
division of the kinds of stands. The present systern for biotopes of fioating vegetation
presented herþ enables rapid classification of stands on the basis of a few characteristic
criteria. This classification provides conclusive inforrnation about faunal abundance and
biomass, and at least in its major trends, about the composition of the fauna.
2. Influence of water level lluctuations on the fauna
Samples taken at different times of year and different water levels show that launal abun.
dance does not decrease in many cases, even up to the time just before the stands fall dry
Although some of the animals have dormant, dessication-resistant phases, e.g., Cladocera
and Bryozoa, such phases occur throughout the year. No accumulation of these phases
could be found just before the stands dried out. Therefore, the annual drying of the
stands must be a catastrophe for the fauna, insofar as they are unable to seek out alter-
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native habitats (as, for example, flying insects). Perhaps this can be better comprehended
when we realize that the yearly cycle of high and low water levels does not have the same
incisive elfect on all bodies of water in the várzea region. On one hand, the amplitude of
water levels varies from year to year, and on the other, even the lowest water leveis leave
behind sufficient suitable biotopes in residual and isolated lakes to insure recolonization
when water levels rise again. The constancy of water temperatures obscures much of the
difference between dry season and rainy season for the aquatic fauna. Moreover, local
rainfall, a factor to which the animals might be able to react, is not the most important
factor in local water levels. This is shown by comparison of water levels with precipitation
records (fig.32). Rather, water levels are determined by rainfall far arvay in the catchment
areas of the large tributaries, and by melting snow in the Andes, where hydrographic and
climatic conditions are very different lrom those in the Alnazonian lowiands. Thus the
life cycle.s of aquatic animals inthevârzea region are more strongly influenced by local
than by regional factors. Fluctuations which might occur in some species over larger areas
and on a longer time-scale are strongly suppressed by the local environment. There is no
seasonal rhythm of the sort which is so common in the temperate zones.
3. Comparisons with similar biotopes in tropical waters
outside the Amazonian region.
It requires no elaboration to state that a comparison of tropical and non-tropical areas
is very problematic. Metabolic processes are very different because of continually high
temperatures. Therefore, only tropical regions will be compared with our investigations.
Only PETR ( 1968) has conducted quantitative investigations of the fauna in biotopes
which are comparable to the 'floating meadows' of the Amazonian várzea. His results
pertain to the aquatic animals in stands of Pistia strat¡otes and Ceratophyllum demersum
in tlre Volta Reservoir in Ghana. Comparison with the fauna in Ceratophyllum demersum
stands cannot be made, sirrce his results are expressed as numbers of individuals and bio-
masses per rrnit dry weight of plant tissue. His results frorn Pistiø stratiotes stands, how-
ever, are expressed on a square-meter basis. so comparison is possible.
I'le cites abundances between 5 000 and l5 000/m2. These values are far below those lor
Paspølum repens stands in lhe vârzea lakes which are most biotopicaliy similar to the con-
ditions in the Volta Reservoir. It should be mentioned, however, that PETR does r.tot con-
sider his results to be quantitative for some very abundant groups, such as Copepoda and
Cladocera, due to the sometimes very small size of the individuals. The same qualification
must be applied to a comparison of his biomasses with those from v1rzea lakes. PETR ¡e-
ports formalin-wet weights of 5 to 35 glnr2. These values, too, are lower than the calculat-





* Level Monous 1967
----- Level Monous 1968
Level
The zone ol floating plants around the edges ol vârzea lakes, which generally have clear
water and autochthonous phytoplankton production, nevertheless contributes signifì-
cantly to primary production. Since the water in these lakes is renewed annually by fluc-
tuating water levels, this biomass can also be intensively utilized.
The numbers of individuals p., *2 which we have found in the floating vegetation are
very high relative to other biotopes, e.g., that of the lake bottom. BRAUN (1952) re-
ports a maximum of 12 000 benthic animals/m2 in Lago Jurucui, a lake in the mouth
region of the Tapajós. We found a maximum of 786 500/m2 in the 'floating nreadows'.
According to MARLIER ( 1965), the biomass of the fauna in 'floating Irleadows' was
49 times as great as that of the benthic fauna in Lago Redondo.
Thus the floating vegetation replesents a biotope which, with lew exceptions, ollers
very good living conditions for aquatic animals. It is so heavily populated that it nlust
be one of, if not the richest of biotopes in the water bodies ol the várzea, both in to-
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Fig.32:Comporison of woier level f¡om 1967 ond 1968
with the overoge precipitotron ond the number of
roiny doys in Monous
A more detailed discussion of PETR's results in regard to differen¡es within separate fau-
nal groups does not seem useful at this time. The Volta Reservoir is a man-made lake of
enormous area, and had been in existence only 10 months when those studies were made
Its aquatic fauna was not yet at a level of development comparable to natural waters of
similar type.
In closing, it should be pointed out that the 'floating meadows'are of very great impor-
tance with respect to primary production, as weli as secondary production, inlhevârzea
waters. In flowing whitewater, autochthonous phytopiankton production is very small,
if it exists at all, so the 'floating meadows' are by far the most significant site of primary
production in this biotope. Of course, these stands are clearly not closed systems. Thus
they may be utilized heavily (e. g., as cattle silage) without fear of disturbing their meta-
bolism or the natural systemic equilibrium. The enormous water masses of the Amazon
continually renew the supply of nutrients to these systems.
The best proof of this lies in the fact that high water levels regularly disrupt and wash
away these plants in a natural seasonal rhythm. They are completely removed from the
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